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Summary

The electronic nose is a device developed to mimic the human olfactory system.
Despite raising interest from applications in the field of medicine, quality control,
environmental control and security, such devices remain inferior to their
biological counterparts. As the biological system is explored further, new
discoveries generate new ways of thinking in creating electronic nose devices.
This has led to a large variety of sensors and devices, all of which produce data
that requires processing. The data are processed to extract information that can
be used to classify or quantify the input to the electronic nose. However, as the
devices have advanced, the data processing techniques have remained relatively
static, refinements of established statistical methods.

Recently, investigation into the phenomenon of nasal chromatography has
brought about the development of a new class of electronic nose device; the
artificial olfactory mucosa. Taking advantage of a retentive effect, inspired by
the aqueous mucous layer covering the olfactory epithelium, this new device
produces data whose spatio-temporal properties have not been seen in the field of
chemical sensing before. Thus there is a need to develop new processing
approaches to obtain the information being produced by these new devices.

In this thesis, a new processing approach is presented, centred on the use of
convolution to produce characteristic signals which contain information arising
from a sensor space that is separated both spatially and temporally, realised in the
form of multiple sensor arrays separated by retentive columns or channels. This
combined signal is then used to extract an information rich feature set that can be
passed on to classifiers or quantifiers to make practical use of the data.

This method is simulated on data collected during the development of the
artificial olfactory mucosa to validate its use, and then applied to several sets of
real world data, collected from a variety of devices; from current e-nose
technologies to newly developed artificial olfactory mucosa devices. The
simulations put the device in very noisy conditions and the processing approach
deals well with a high level of noise in most circumstances, its performance only
deteriorating in the presence of extremely high levels of sensor drift. However, it
is shown that this method not only has validity when dealing with the advanced
devices for which it is intended, but also shows an improvement over standard
processing approaches when utilised in conjunction with current technologies.
Utilising convolution on data collected from current devices, methods are
developed where the characteristic signal can be generated internally from a
single array, and when applied, produce improvements over standard processing
approaches.
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Chapter 1: Introduction to Chemical Sensing

1.1 Introduction

Engineering often seeks to mimic our biological senses. Whether it’s to broaden

what can be perceived, detecting changes with increasing sensitivity or to

provide the ability to perceive in hazardous situations, engineering solutions have

provided effective artificial substitutes to sight, hearing and touch. However, the

senses of taste and smell have proved to be more challenging. While the

detection mechanisms for light, sound and pressure have been well understood

for a considerable time [1.1], the biological mechanisms for the detection of

chemicals have only begun to be understood relatively recently [1.2].

However, as our understanding of the processes of taste (liquid chemical

detection) and olfaction (gaseous chemical detection) become more understood,

our ability to create devices to sense chemicals improves also. While identifying

individual chemicals is possible, the mixtures encountered in nature can dilute

certain chemicals to parts per billion or parts per trillion. While these very small

taints become increasingly difficult to detect in the environment, biological

systems remain sharply aware of these slight taints. Detecting these small

concentrations can be very important, as some airborne chemicals can be lethal

to humans and animals at parts per billion. Thus, there are major applications for
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detecting taints of chemicals in liquids or gases in the field of safety: monitoring

air quality, monitoring food quality, etc. in situ.

This thesis explores some of the advances currently being made in the field on

chemical sensing, with a particular focus on the processing and classification

process. While our understanding of chemical sensing advances [1.3], and allows

the development of new types of chemical sensing devices, the techniques being

used to process sensor data have remained fairly standardised [1.4]. New

breakthroughs in our understanding of biological chemical sensing have led to

devices that are producing types of data that these techniques are unsuitable for.

This thesis summarises the devices being used and developed in chemical

sensing, and presents a new approach to classifying data from a new generation

of chemical sensors.

1.2 The Process of Olfaction

Olfaction is the process commonly referred to as the sense of smell. It is the

system through which organisms sense their environment through the sensing of

chemicals present in the air [1.5]. The chemicals detected by this process are

only present in parts per billion, or even parts per trillion. The organs evolved to

perform this function are therefore highly sensitive, but also some of the most

primitive. This results in them being more closely connected to the brain and able

to cause strong reactions in organisms [1.6].
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In mammals, the primary sensing organ in olfaction is the nose, more specifically

the olfactory epithelium that lines the upper regions inside the nose’s airway,

shown in figure 1.1.

Figure 1.1 The upper airway and location of the olfactory epithelium in humans.

[1.7]

Figure 1.2 shows the olfactory epithelium in detail [1.8]. Air passes over this

layer, and diffuses through the aqueous mucous layer coating the epithelium. In

this mucosa, olfactory cilia sense the chemicals diffused in the layer, and pass the

signal onto the brain to be processed and identified. Different regions of the

epithelium react differently to differing chemicals and/or concentrations of

chemicals. This combination of signals from the epithelium allows the brain to

interpret the chemicals in the air as a smell.
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Figure 1.2 The olfactory epithelium. Located in the mucous layer (1) are the

olfactory cilia (2) of the sensory cells. These cells consist of a cellular body (3), a

dendrite (4) and a neurite or axon (5). They are wedged in between support cells

(6). The mucous layer is maintained by Bowman’s glands (7). [1.8]

The sensation of smell is the least understood, and the most complex. While light,

sound and pressure are well-defined sensations, with well-documented relations

between wavelength, magnitude and the sensation produced as a result, such a

defined set of reactions and sensations is difficult to find. The sensation of smell

is difficult to characterise, with some sources suggesting a few ‘basic’ smells

[1.7], while other sources can produce a list of many basic sensations, such as

that shown in Table 1.1. [1.9].
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Aldehydic Camphor Fresh Linalool Resins

Amber Cinnamic Fruity Minty Seeds

Animalic Citrus Green Mossy Spicy

Anisic Floral Herbal Musk Sweet

Aromatic Floral Fresh Iris Patchouli Watermelon

Balsamic Floral Lavender Pine Woody

Table 1.1 A list of basic smell sensations used in perfumery [1.9]

This problem is further compounded by the fact that the simple chemical

composition does not accurately match up with the perception of smell either

[1.10]. Chemically identical isomers, such as those in Figure 1.3, have different

smells. Thus, a pure chemical analysis is unable to categorise the sense of smell

either.

Figure 1.3 Examples of diastereoisomers and enantiomers, whose different

structures produce noticeably differing odours. [1.10]
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These problems have led to great interest in developing systems to mimic

olfactory behaviour, above and beyond the need for simple chemical sensing. For

example, while chemical sensing can be used to detect hazardous or lethal

substances in air, artificial olfaction can be used to maintain pleasing air quality.

1.3 Chemical Sensing and Artificial Olfaction

The devices used in the field of chemical sensing can be categorised as one of

two types: chemical sensors and artificial olfactory devices [1.7]. Chemical

sensors are discrete devices, composed of a material whose electrical, optical or

acoustic properties change when in the presence of a chemical. Ideally, such

sensors would be only sensitive to a single chemical, but this is rarely the case.

Many are sensitive to a range of chemicals [1.11]. Artificial olfactory devices,

commonly referred to as electronic noses, utilise multiple chemical sensors, each

tuned to a different set of chemicals, producing an array of partially specific

sensing elements [1.7]. These devices also may consist of other additional

devices, such as pre-concentrators and classification systems to produce a

complete device.

1.3.1 Types of Chemical Sensor

Chemical sensors are the basic discrete sensing element used in the field of

chemical sensing and artificial olfaction. There are several different types of
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chemical sensor, differing in construction, sensitivity, ideal environment, etc.

Outlined below are the major categories of chemical sensors.

1.3.1.1 Metal Oxide Sensors

Metal oxide sensors consist of a metal oxide material deposited between

electrodes. As the chemical is adsorbed and reacts with the oxygen in the oxide,

the resistivity of the sensor alters and can be measured [1.7]. Some examples of

metal oxide sensors are shown in Figure 1.4.

Figure 1.4 Examples of Metal Oxide Sensors: (a) TGS2620 Commercial Alcohol

Vapour Metal Oxide Sensor – Figaro Engineering Inc. [1.11] (b) Taguchi-type

tin dioxide sensor [1.7]

Such sensors operate ideally at elevated temperatures (300-400C), and require

heating elements which may interfere with other systems or environmental

control, as well as increasing power usage. These sensors are very stable, and a

properly designed system can remove temperature as an environmental variable

[1.7].

a) b)
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1.3.1.2 Polymer Sensors

Polymer sensors consist of an electroactive conducting polymer, or a non-

conducting polymer material mixed with carbon black micro-beads, deposited

between electrodes. Absorption of a chemical alters the conductive properties of

the polymer, or as polymer mixture absorbs a chemical, it expands, increasing

the spacing between the carbon black within the polymer, altering the resistance

of the polymer. This change in resistivity can then be measured [1.7]. Examples

of polymer sensors are shown in figure 1.5.

Figure 1.5 Examples of polymer sensors: (a) Electroactive conducting polymer

sensors on a silicon chip [1.7] Structure of a Carbon-black polymer sensor [1.12].

Polymer sensors operate at room temperature, have a relatively rapid

absorption/desorption cycle and can easily be integrated with silicon

technologies. However, they have a low stability, a high sensitivity to

environmental factors and temperature, and can be easily poisoned (introduced to

a chemical that permanently bonds to the polymer). Polymer sensors have a high

sensitivity to organic chemicals but can generally be designed to be sensitive to

most compounds. Their selectivity is non-specific however, resulting in a partial

sensitivity to a broad range of chemicals [1.7] [1.12].

a) b)
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1.3.1.3 Acoustic Sensors

Acoustic sensors detect analytes through a mechanism which involves altering a

vibrational frequency within the sensor. Quartz micro-balance sensors consist of

a gold plate covered in an absorption material, placed in contact with a quartz

crystal. As the polymer absorbs a chemical, its mass alters and changes the

density of the crystal, which alters its resonant frequency. This change in

frequency is then measured.

Figure 1.6 Structure of a quartz micro-balance sensor [1.7]

Quartz micro-balance sensors utilise a frequency measurement rather than

resistance measurement, reducing the impact of many environmental noise

factors such as temperature. The sensitivity of such devices is largely dependant

on the materials used in the balance, but require careful calibration and very good

humidity control to produce best results [1.7] [1.13].

Surface Acoustic Wave sensors (or SAWs) detect a change in wave frequency

when an analyte rests on the sensor’s surface. These are typically used to detect

chemicals dissolved in liquid. This can either be a gaseous odour dissolved in a
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solvent or using a liquid as the analyte itself (for an ‘artificial tongue’ device)

[1.13].

Figure 1.7 Structure of a delay line type SAW sensor [1.7]

1.3.2 Artificial Olfaction

While the above sensors can be used to detect certain chemicals in the air at

suitable concentrations, on their own they cannot be used to identify odours.

Instead, groups of sensors are used in conjunction with other systems to create an

artificial olfactory device. The sensors are created with several differing partially

specific tunings. The sensors then produce an array of data, which can form a

pattern that can be used to identify an odour in an analytical manner.

1.3.2.1 Electronic Noses

Electronic noses are the simplest type of artificial olfactory device [1.7]. An

array of various chemical sensor types, each tuned in a different manner so as to

respond differently as odours are presented to the system. These devices need to

balance the need for multiple sensor tunings to identify different analytes with

reducing possible redundancy and keeping processing time to a minimum. Such

sensors are prone to all the problems outlined above with chemical sensors,
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although increasing the number of each type of sensor can help to mitigate some

of these problems. Environmental noise, poisoning and sensor drift still remain

as major problems [1.14].

More advanced electronic noses use multiple arrays of parallel sensors, as well as

multiple types of sensor construction to improve accuracy. The addition of

sampling systems and pre-concentrators also help to boost the sensitivity of such

devices [1.13].

Figure 1.8 Examples of Electronic Noses Systems: Alpha MOS Fox with

autosampler [1.15] and Cyrano Sciences C320 (now Smith Detection) [1.16]

1.3.2.2 Gas Chromatography

By combining electronic noses with other chemical devices, more advanced

systems can be created. By combining an uncoated SAW device with gas

chromatography, a device known as the z-nose [1.17] is created. This uses the

fact that gases diffuse at different rates through a medium – each differing
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chemical travels through the medium at different speeds, each arriving in turn at

the sensors. This helps to isolate and clarify the different components and

elements that a given gas or odour is composed of. However, the

chromatography step can extend the time required to detect samples considerably.

Selectivity and discriminatory power can be sacrificed by using a short column to

speed up the process.

1.3.2.3 Mass Spectrometry

Mass spectrometers can also be used to identify the chemicals that form an odour

[1.18]. Such devices can accurately measure the composition, but as outlined

above, some isomers have different odours, making this method a good chemical

sensor, but less than ideal olfaction device. Mass spectrometers are also large

devices, not suitable for portable or customer-level applications [1.19].

1.4 Processing Chemical Sensor Data

Once collected from the various types of sensors, the data need to be processed

so that they can be understood. While there are several methods for doing this,

the overall flow of the processing process is composed of a few identifiable steps

[1.20]. First the data are subjected to pre-processing, a processing step where the

data are prepared for the main processing technique to be carried out. Following

this, features of the data are selected and extracted from the data. These features

are chosen based on the data and the processing techniques being used, and
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should highlight the properties of the data useful for the desired application. This

extracted feature set is then subjected to the main processing step. After the

processing is complete, some post-processing of the data can be further

performed, to make the processed data more suitable for use in classification or

presentation. Classification is often the goal of data processing, particularly in

the field of chemical sensing and artificial olfaction. Like processing, there are

several methods of classification, tailored to certain types of problems and

applications. Figure 1.9 outlines the overall flow of a processing operation.

Figure 1.9 Processing and classification flow for processing data from chemical

sensing systems [1.21].

1.4.1 Processing Techniques

The processing stage consists of several major steps: pre-processing, processing,

feature selection, feature extraction and post-processing [1.22]. Each of these

stages utilise several different techniques to improve the quality of the data and
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to make the data suitable for use afterwards, such as for presentation or

classification. The methods at each stage are carefully chosen based on the nature

of the data to be processed. Some data may require very little processing, and just

require preparation for use, while other data need much pre- and post-processing

to remove influence from factors such as noise, bias and inconsistent results.

Processing aims to take a large amount of data and reduce it to a few key features

highlighting the major information contained within the data. However, suitably

sized data sets are not always available, particularly in the field of chemical

sensing. As such, more advanced techniques are needed for processing these

smaller data sets while still maintaining correctness and accuracy.

Pre-processing is the first processing step. The aim of this step to remove the

most noticeable influences on the data: noise and bias. Filters can be used to

remove noise from signals, and the data can be normalised to remove magnitude

bias from the data. However, the use of these techniques comes at a cost, both

add processing time, filters need to be carefully chosen so that the data are not

destroyed and normalisation magnifies noise on smaller signals [1.23].

Processing is the main operation carried out on the data. A good processing

method transforms the data in a manner to highlight information of interest.

Processing methods such as correlation and convolution compare signals to bring

out extra information. Windowing and filtering ensure the correct segments of

data are used to provide information. Averaging multiple signals takes advantage
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of in-built redundancy to remove sensor variations and noise sources and focus

on a mean signal.

Feature selection and extraction takes the processed data signals, and extracts the

key elements of information from the signal for application. A signal has many

features suitable for this process, such as peak magnitude, gradient, range, area,

decay time, etc. It is important to select the features that make best use of the

processed data, even using arithmetic combinations of multiple features. Once a

feature, or combination of features, has been selected, these are then extracted to

the final processed feature array.

Occasionally, an additional post-processing step may be required to make the

processed feature array suitable for use in its chosen application, such as further

normalisation of the feature data for use in classification systems or neural

networks [1.24].

1.4.2 Classification Techniques

Once data have been processed, it can be used in other applications. In chemical

sensing, this application is most often classification of the chemical. The

processing is needed to increase the distinction between groups of chemicals that

have sensor signals that appear superficially similar. The processing highlights

the differences in these signals, but a classifier is needed to group the signals

based on these differences. There are two main approaches to classification:

statistical grouping and non-parametric classification.
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1.4.2.1 Statistical Techniques

Statistical classifiers take data and form groups based purely on the statistical

properties of the data [1.25]. Some methods, such as principal components

analysis and self-organising maps, simply attempt to maximise the difference

between groups in the data, but without any a priori information regarding the

number or size of groups. Others, such as nearest-neighbour groups and linear

discriminant functions form groups based on a priori information about the

number of groups. Once the analysis method has been applied, groups can be

divided and classified by a regression method and relevant identifiers applied to

the groups.

The statistical nature of these methods make them favoured, due to the ease with

which the information produced by them can be interpreted and presented,

particularly if the number of significant dimensions can be reduced to 2 or 3.

However, outliers in the data reduce the accuracy of such systems, and the

identifier is unable to classify new input classes without a re-calibration of the

classification system and groups.

Principal Components Analysis

Principal Components Analysis (PCA) transforms data so that they are redefined

in terms of their principal components (PCs). These components are orthogonal
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vectors which best describe the variance of the data. The first PC contains the

largest amount of variance, followed by successive PCs [1.26].

To calculate PCs, the mean of each sensor’s data is set to zero (autoscaled) by

subtracting the empirical mean for that sensor from each observation. The

covariance of the entire data set is then found. The eigenvectors of this adjusted

covariance matrix represent the PCs of the data set, with the eigenvalues

representing the amount of variance contained within each PC/eigenvector. The

first PC is that with the highest variance/eigenvalue, the second PC is that with

the second highest eigenvalue, and so on.

These PCs can then be used as bases for representing the data. Each PC score is

generated by multiplying a set of observations by the PC function (Equation 1.1).

 iii SaScore (1.1)

where ai are the PC coefficients and Si are the individual observations. Scores

can be generated for each PC. If a significant amount of variance (>80%) is

contained within the first few PCs (2 or 3), these scores can be plotted against

each other, and give a good representation of any groupings present within the

data. [1.26]

If the information is intended for use in a classification system, multiple linear

regression can be used to determine boundary conditions.
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Additional information, more suitable for comparing different pre-processing

methods, can be extracted from a PCA. Firstly, the amount of variance can be

used to judge how well any groups are being represented. Secondly, PC

coefficients can be plotted against each other for each sensor. Groups of sensors

represent co-sensitivity – where multiple sensors do not contribute information

not already conveyed by another in the group. Such groups often introduce

additional unwanted noise to the analysis, and can be used in feature selection to

further improve a system.

Discriminant Function Analysis

Discriminant Function Analysis (DFA), in a similar manner to PCA, also

transforms data using linear discriminant functions (LDFs). However, where

PCA attempts to maximise all variances present in the data, DFA generates an

LDF to maximise the distance between two given centriods within the data,

taking the variances of the two groups into account. So, where PCA could be

seen as part of an unsupervised classification system, DFA forms part of a

supervised classification system – groups must be known a priori to perform

DFA [1.27].

LDFs are obtained for a data set using the UNISTAT 5.5 statistical software

package. The functions are then exported for use in MATLAB 7.4.0 (R2007a).

A discriminant score for each set of observations, Zi, can then be determined by

multiplying the LDF by the observations (equation 1.2).
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 iii SbZ (1.2)

where bi are the LDF coefficients and Si are the individual observations.

Classification is made by proximity to the centroids once converted to this 1-

dimensional Z domain [1.28].

A measure of confidence in the LDF can be calculated using the Z scores in a

Fisher’s t-test [1.27].
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where jZ and kZ are the sample means of the Z scores for the two groups, j and

k, nj and nk are the number of members of the two groups, and sp is the pooled

sample variance, given in equation 1.4 [1.27].
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As with PCA, there are as many LDFs as there are dimensions in the data. The

two most significant LDFs are selected to produce a 2-D plot to represent the

data. While the first LDF is usually sufficient for classification, this additional

dimension makes the data more suitable for graphical comparisons with other
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methods (such as PCA). This also allows for the same co-sensitivity analysis as

described for PCA, although LDFs are first normalised so that the maximum

length within a group is 1.

1.4.2.2 Non-parametric Techniques

Non-parametric approaches to classification, characterised by neural networks

and fuzzy logic systems, rely less on the manipulation of statistical differences in

the data and focus on the actual statistical properties themselves [1.29]. These

systems classify data based on properties, assigning data to a group based on the

combination of the various properties the data possesses. This produces a flexible

system that is more responsive to new classes of input, able to detect when an

input does not belong to any of the already established classes. However,

implementing such systems is complex, and they require additional data so that

the system can be trained to recognise input.

Probabilistic Neural Network

Artificial neural networks are powerful classification tools [1.30]. Rather than

making direction comparisons between a data sample and a specific set of criteria,

data are compared to categories of criteria, and grouped with the most

appropriate set of criteria. A typical artificial neural network is illustrated in

Figure 1.10.
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Figure 1.10 A typical neural network structure (a multilayer perceptron after

training).

Neural networks are defined in the manner in which they perform classification

within each neurone, the number of neurone layers and the learning paradigms

used during the training process [1.31]. For example, in the simple network

shown in Figure 1.10, an input vector of 3 values is given to the network, each

input value is weighted and passed to the processing neurones in the hidden layer.

These neurones then perform processing on the weighted input values (f(i) and

g(i)). This processing can be performed in several ways, such as thresholding

values, probability functions or fuzzy categories. The results are then weighted,

and summed in the output node, and a comparison made – in this case, to a static

value x. The input vector is then assigned to a category based on the result of the

comparisons made in the output neurones.

A probabilistic neural network (PNN) is a feed-forward network with a single

hidden layer of neurones. Within each neurone, the input sample is compared to

Input Layer Hidden Output Layer

Category 1

Category 2

Output
Weights

Input
WeightsInput

Input
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f(i)

g(i)

p > x
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a set of values and assigned a probability of being similar to that set. This is

performed within each neurone in the hidden layer. The input data sample is

assigned a classification group based on the combination of probabilities across

all the neurones [1.32].

1.5 Summary

This chapter has outlined the evolving field of chemical sensing. The many and

varied branches of research each carry significant applications in industry and the

world at large. The complex interconnection of sensors, systems, processing and

classification produces many different approaches to solve any chemical sensing

problem, each carrying its own advantages and disadvantages. With so many

ways of combining technologies and methods, novel devices and approaches are

being constantly developed within this field. These new devices and approaches

create new categories and types of data, which in turn require new techniques to

process and make best use of the data being produced.

This thesis focuses on a new processing solution for novel artificial olfactory

devices currently in development at the Sensors Research Laboratory, University

of Warwick and their partners. These devices require a new approach to data

processing, as current techniques used in the field of chemical sensing cannot

fully exploit the information being produced. This novel processing technique is

centred on the concept of the combination of spatially separated signals,
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exploiting the additional information held in the differences between signals, as

much as the information held in the signals themselves.
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Chapter 2: Review: Time-Dependent Techniques

in Chemical Sensing

2.1 Introduction

This thesis aims to introduce a new methodology for processing chemical sensor

data. The established techniques described in Chapter 1 all possess one universal

quality; they are time-independent approaches to data processing and

classification. The research into nasal chromatography [2.1] [2.2] strongly

suggests that time plays a role in the identification of odour: the differing times it

takes odours to cross the mucosa, the rates at which the concentration of odour

changes on the epithelium, and the time taken for odours to be carried away. The

time-independent techniques consider these factors in isolation from each other,

and in relation to spatial information in the form of concentrations. This temporal

information is not considered in relation to other temporal information an odour

may be supplying. Thus, this thesis aims to address this untapped source of

information by utilising a time-dependent processing approach to make use of

this spatio-temporal data set that is being observed by devices developed to make

use of the nasal chromatography effect [2.3]. This chapter gives an overview of

some of the time-dependent processing techniques that are being applied to

chemical sensor data.
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2.2 Time-dependent Processing Techniques

Where time-independent processing techniques focus on manipulating the data in

the time domain, and treat time as an independent variable within its processing

calculations, time-dependant processes transform the data into some other

domain. This process makes time a dependent variable in this new transform

domain [2.4].

The advantage of doing this is to give another perspective to the data through the

addition of the time variable. By converting the temporal factor into a

meaningful element of the data, more information can be extracted from the data

which could not be considered in the time domain alone. In the following

sections, two major forms of time-dependent transforms are suggested, and their

current uses in chemical sensing explored.

2.2.1 Fast-Fourier Transform

The Fast-Fourier Transform (FFT) is an evolution of the basic Fourier transform.

The Fourier transform decomposes a signal into a series of sinusoids of varying

frequencies and amplitudes, which when superpositioned recreate the original

signal. This is expressed in equation 2.1.






 dtetsfS ftj 2)()( (2.1)
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where s(t) is the original signal, S(f) is the Fourier transform and j = -1. Thus,

the Fourier transform becomes a representation of the signal in the frequency

domain. This is illustrated in figure 2.1.

Figure 2.1 – Interpretation of the Fourier transform [2.5]

As can be seen, this process transforms a continuous function into a discrete

function. If the input were sampled, the inverse would be true, creating a

continuous Fourier series function. In order to be computed effectively on digital

computers (which cannot process unsampled continuous functions), the discrete

Fourier transform was developed to modify data samples to be suitable for

computation [2.6]. Through sampling and windowing a continuous input sample,

the relationship in equation 2.2 is established [2.5].
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for N samples over a windowing period of T. This function is a digital

approximation of S(f), with both time and frequency domains given as discrete

series. However, this is computationally very intensive, requiring N2 complex

operations. As data spaces increase in size, this number escalates quickly. By

factorising the calculation in matrix space, the number of operations is reduced to

NlogN [2.7], which yields a major improvement for large datasets.

The FFT has become an established tool in digital signal and data processing,

and finds widespread use in nearly all technical fields.

2.2.2 Wavelet Processing and Classification

Wavelets build on the principles of Fourier transforms – to represent a complex

signal by a series of simpler signals. Where Fourier utilises continuous sinusoids

to build up a signal, wavelet processing decomposes a signal into a series of

signals that share basic uniform properties (or bases) [2.8]. These wavelets have

the advantage of being able to scale the resolution of each wavelet, allowing a

signal to be built up efficiently using multiple resolutions of the same wavelet

bases. This allows information density to be local and changing, as opposed to

Fourier’s uniform information density [2.9].

The simplest wavelet base is Haar’s wavelet [2.6] [2.10], whose wavelet function

ψ(x) is defined as

)12()2()(  xxx  (2.3)
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where φ(x) is a recursive scaling function

 
n

ntnhx )2(2)()(  (2.4)

where h(n) is a sequence of constant coefficient terms. In the case of Haar’s

wavelet, this scaling function is defined as

)12()2()(  xxx  (2.5)

In figure 2.2, the Haar wavelet has been applied to a Doppler function. The

wavelet decomposes the signal by the rate of change for a given resolution period.

Small resolutions highlight periods of rapid change, and large resolutions

highlight periods of slow change.

Figure 2.2 Haar decomposition of a Doppler function [2.10]
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Other, more complex, wavelets have been developed, such as Shannon’s

wavelets [2.11] and Daubechies’s wavelets [2.12] for use in practical fields

ranging from compression, filtering and signal analysis.

2.3 Application of Time-dependent Techniques in

Chemical Sensing

The time-dependent methods presented have been used in many technical fields,

from signal analysis, data mining, compression, filtering and other computational

fields. However, with the advent of advanced artificial olfactory devices, the

need for these more advanced processing techniques has arisen. This section

explores how these methods are currently being applied in the field of chemical

sensing.

2.3.1 Fast-Fourier Transform

The FFT process has been applied to quantification problems, such as thermal

cycling [2.13] and classification problems, such as distinguishing between

petroleum vapour and CO [2.14]. Such examples show the FFT to be useful for

quantification purposes, utilising the magnitude of selected harmonics to

differentiate between concentrations or environments. However, classification is

challenging, as the harmonics for similar analytes fall in similar regions, making

dissemination between them near impossible. As such, it can be seen that the
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FFT can form a good basis for the development of quantification techniques, but

lack the ability to classify data, and is thus not a method that can be universally

applied to many problems.

2.3.2 Wavelet Processing and Classification

Wavelet processing entered the field of chemical sensing as a method for

processing electronic tongue data [2.15], a device which detects chemicals in

liquid state, primarily consisting of SAW or QMB sensors. The method was then

developed further, adapted to gaseous QMB sensors [2.16] and MOX sensors

[2.17]. These applications are in the realm of classification problems, and

demonstrate how the limitations of the FFT are overcome when using wavelet

decompositions. Of particular note is the way in which wavelets process and

analyse data in both the frequency and time domains, as opposed to the FFT

which only exists in the frequency domain. By analysing the data at a select

combination of resolutions, the classification limitation of the FFT is overcome

by wavelet processing.

2.4 Advantages and Disadvantages of using Time-

dependent Techniques

Time-dependent processing techniques allow the appreciation of data in another

domain, in turn making time an important variable for the study of information.
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This opens up new information already contained within data for processing,

leading to the more effective use of that information and the solving of more

complex problems. However, such methods are very computationally complex,

often requiring many stages to prepare the data before processing. Algorithms

such as the FFT help alleviate this problem, but still remain computationally

intensive when compared to time-indepenent processing approaches.

In the next chapter another time-dependent technique is examined, which so far

has had no application in the field of chemical sensing.
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Chapter 3: Convolution and its use in Chemical

Sensing

3.1 Introduction

In the previous chapter, several methods of processing and identifying features in

time-dependant data were presented. These methods are effective when used

appropriately, but often computationally complex and processor intensive. In

systems where speed and simplicity are desired, this poses a barrier to their use.

This chapter introduces how convolution can be utilised to process time-

dependant data from chemical sensors; a process that is much less

computationally intensive, allowing the process of feature extraction to be

performed effectively and quickly in less complex devices.

3.2 The Convolution Function

The convolution function is a method of combining signals. The function

integrates the product of one signal, f(t), and another, time-reversed, signal, g(t),

over the time domain [3.1]
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 dttgtfgf )()()()(  (3.1)

The combined signal peaks where both signals are best matched, producing the

highest integration area when multiplied. A graphical representation of this

process is show in Figure 3.1.

Figure 3.1 Graphical representation of the convolution process between two

signals.

The convolution function has several useful properties, foremost of which is its

simplicity once transformed to the frequency domain by either a Fourier or

Laplace transform [3.1].

)()()()( sGsFtgtf Laplace  (3.2)
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By turning an integral into a multiplication, the convolution function is widely

used in system analysis and superposition analysis to define the output of a

system, and allows the process of convolution to be computationally efficient.

Once this operation has been carried out in the frequency domain, a reverse

transform can be performed to retrieve the convolution signal.

3.3 Convolution and Chemical Sensors

Convolution is usually used in system analysis to operate a transfer function on

an input signal to define an output signal. However, it can also be used to seek

out similarities between two signals [3.2]. The peaks and troughs of the

convolution signal highlight periods where the two component signals are most

and least similar.

Chemical sensing has long proved to be a difficult challenge for classification

systems, particularly in the area of odour recognition [3.3]. Here, an analytical

approach does not work, as it is possible for two odours to possess the same

chemical and structural layout, but isomerism causes the odour to be perceived

by the olfactory system differently. More complex odours can also be altered by

the smallest taint or imbalance of the respective molecules that compose it [3.4].
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Figure 3.2 Examples of diastereoisomers and enantiomers, whose different

structures produce noticeably differing odours. [3.4]

Chemical sensors are used to detect these differences, but due to the limitations

presented in the previous chapter, challenge classification systems. The large

number of variable conditions to which these sensors are sensitive (temperature,

humidity, air, poisoning), while allowing for broad classifications of distinct

gases, struggle to identify small changes or taints between very similar gases.

Convolution has been proposed as a method for detecting such taints. Chemical

sensor arrays often contain several differing sensing materials with partial
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specifity. By using convolution to identify the similarities and differences

between these signals, this convolution or characteristic signal for the input

analyte can be compared to other analytes, with any differences between the

characteristic signals betraying differences or taints.
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Figure 3.5 A complete processing chain for a system utilising characteristic

signals

The simplified processing chain shown in figure 3.5 takes two data sets, A and B,

and performs individual pre-processing upon them to prepare the data for

processing (such as filtering or normalisation). The data are then processed

together, and through convolution (or other signal combination method) a

characteristic signal is generated. This characteristic signal is then passed into a

feature selection and extraction process, which identify and isolate features

suitable for use in the chosen classifier. This feature set is then used to classify

the data, using methods such as regression or grouping to define classes.

Data
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Processing
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Chapter 4: Parametric Performance of the

Convolution-Based Method on Simulated

Chemical Sensor Data

4.1 Introduction

This chapter outlines the process of applying the convolution approach outlined

in chapter 3 to a simulated electronic nose system. Alongside this, other signal

combination approaches to signal processing are also considered, as well as

traditional approaches to processing electronic nose data. Demonstrated is the

validation of the techniques presented to classify electronic nose data

successfully, and an improvement over current methodologies.

4.2 Simulating E-Nose Data

In order to demonstrate the validity of signal combination techniques, an

available simulation is used to provide a proof of concept test bed to explore the

use of convolution in signal processing, as well as other similar approaches. The

simulation data are processed using current processing methods as a point of

comparison.
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4.2.1 Outline of E-Nose Simulation

In previous work, an advanced e-mucosa type electronic device, referred to as

Protonose III, has been simulated [4.1]. This device consists of four arrays of ten

differing partially selective sensors, each array separated along a retentive flow

channel, the physical realisation of which is illustrated in Figure 4.1. This type of

device is called an artificial olfactory mucosa, or e-mucosa.

Figure 4.1 Schematic of the physical sensor layout of the Protonose III [4.1]
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4.2.2 Generation of Simulation Data

The data used in the simulation of tandem e-nose processing are based on the

simulation of a gas chromatography microchannel by Tan at the University of

Warwick [4.1]. This work generated a basic data set as a proof of concept, which

modelled the flow of an analyte gas pulse as it travels down a coated

microchannel.

This concept simulation can be used as a basis for generating many data sets by

systematically adding noise to extend the base data. As noise models rely on the

generation of random numbers and sequences, many permutations of simulated

noisy data can be generated, under the control of a small number of parameters.

Presented here is a summary of the simulation carried out by Tan [4.1]. For more

detail on the background of this model, please refer to the thesis.

The simulation was carried out using the finite-element simulation package

FEMLAB 2.3b. A geometric model of the microchannel was first established – a

square channel of dimension 0.5 mm by 0.5 mm. Computational complexity was

reduced by only simulating 1/8 of the channel’s cross-section, allowed by the

symmetry of the simple channel (Figure 4.2).
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(a) (b)

Figure 4.2 2-D velocity profile of the mircochannel. (a) Complete channel with

sensor placement. (b) 1/8 computational model of the velocity profile. [4.1]

The sensor positions were placed along the length of the channel, although not at

the precise locations (Figure 4.3) due to scale limitations imposed by the

simulation package. However, as a linear flow model was assumed, scaling of

simulation parameters was performed to compensate for this geometric error.

Figure 4.3 Scaled geometric model of the protonose simulation. [4.1]

A retentive polymer coating was present on three sides of the microchannel.

Flow of analyte (mobile phase) was then simulated using a single plane of

symmetry, governed by a multi-physics system of Navier-Stokes fluid flow

(Equation 4.1) and convection-diffusion (Equation 4.2), defined by

m

m
m

m
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0).(2  PVVV  (4.1)

where μ is the viscosity, ρ is the density, P is the pressure and V is the velocity,

and

0).( 



CVCD

t

C
(4.2)

where D is the diffusion coefficient and C is the concentration.

For these flow equations, boundary conditions were established between the

microchannel (µC) and the inlet, outlet and symmetry boundaries as follows:

C = Ci (t < tPW) at inletC , (4.3)

nCVnCVCD ).().(  at outC , (4.4)

0).(  nCVCD at symmetryC , (4.5)

where Ci is the injected concentration over the period of tPW, and n is the normal

vector to the respective boundary.

At the boundary of the retentive polymer coating (stationary phase, SP), a further

diffusion model was required to represent the transport of molecules into the

coating, defined by
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Boundary conditions for the diffusion equations were defined as follows:
(4.7)).(.).( MSMM
M cCCMnVCCD
t

C











at SPC ,
(4.8)

where n is the normal vector to the respective boundary, and c is the partition

coefficient, represented by the ratio of the concentration in the stationary phase,

CS, and the concentration in the mobile phase, CM.

A separate simulation of the sensor response showed that their response was

approximate to a first-order exponential curve (Figure 4.4). Rather than

incorporate the sensors directly into the geometric model, introducing further

complexity for computation, the analyte profile at each sensor position was used

as the input to a first-order response model.
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Figure 4.4 Simulation of sensor response (first-order exponential) [4.1]

Using these models, simulations were carried out using the parameters

representing three test analytes (ethanol, toluene, 50/50 mixture of ethanol and

toluene). The timestep used during the ethanol simulation was 0.2 seconds, and

ran for 200 seconds. The toluene and mixture simulations ran with a 0.2 second

timestep for 140 seconds, then a 1 second timestep for the next 460 seconds, for

a total simulation time of 600 seconds.

Figure 4.5 Simulation response to toluene at five different sensor positions in the

microchannel [4.1]
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Figure 4.5 shows the broadening of the peak as the pulse travels along the

channel. As no leakage is assumed in this ideal model, the area of each response

remains constant.

Within this simulated sensor structure, it is possible to simulate two

contemporary electronic nose devices; a basic electronic nose [4.2] and a sensor

array preceded by a gas chromatography column, or c-nose [4.3]. The way in

which these devices are mimicked by the Protonose simulation is illustrated in

Figure 4.6.

Figure 4.6 Traditional devices contained within the Protonose III e-mucosa. (1)

A traditional e-nose. (2) A gas chromatography column (no sensors). (3) A gas

chromatography column with an e-nose at the end, or c-nose.

In order to be used, the simulation requires the addition of noise to provide a

suitable testing dataset to be used in a classification problem.
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4.2.3 Noise Simulation

When a chemical sensing device collects data, it is subject to several sources of

noise [4.4]. This creates variations in the data collected, and necessitates signal

processing and classification processes in order to reduce noise and extract

information. These sources of noise need to be simulated and added to the e-

mucosa simulated data set in order to demonstrate the ability of a processing

approach to cope with real-world applications, and correctly classify data sets

under harsh conditions (e.g. sensor drift and random effects).

Three main categories of noise have been identified, grouped by the manner in

which they act on the data.

4.2.3.1 Additive Noise

Additive noise covers noise sources that have an additive effect on the data. This

primarily includes most external sources of random noise, but also includes

sensor noise and environmental taints. For this simulation, this noise category

was modelled as white Gaussian noise, with a mean of 0 and a variance based on

a percentage of the sensor’s peak magnitude,

)()()( tntXtX SNR  (4.9)
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where XSNR(t) is the final noisy signal, X(t) is the simulated sensor signal and n(t)

is the noise signal, defined by,

)()max()( trandnXntn  (4.10)

where n is the noise percentage (a constant), and randn is a random number

generated by the MATLAB 7.4.0 (R2007a) randn random number generation

function, with a mean of 0 and variance of 1.

Figure 4.7 A non-scalar example of the effect of additive noise. (a) Source signal

– normal curve, mean 5, variance 1. (b) SNR noise with a level of 5% added to

source signal.

4.2.3.2 Sample Variance

Sample variance represents the types of noise that cause variation in the

magnitude of the entire source signal, such as variations between samples or the

response of similar sensors. This noise category is simulated by using a Gaussian

factor, with a mean of 1 and a variance as the noise percentage.
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NtXtX SV )()(  (4.11)

where XSV(t) is the final noisy signal, X(t) is the simulated sensor signal and N is

the noise value, defined by,

)(1 randnnN  (4.12)

where n is the noise percentage, and randn is a random number generated by the

MATLAB 7.4.0 (R2007a) randn random number generation function, with a

mean of 0 and variance of 1.

Figure 4.8 A non-scalar example of the effect caused by sample variance noise.

(a) Source signal – normal curve, mean 5, variance 1. (b) 3 samples with

different magnitudes due to a sample variance noise level of 5%.
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4.2.3.3 Baseline Drift

Baseline drift is one of the more problematic noise types facing electronic nose

systems [4.5]. The main sources of drift in these systems include aging,

poisoning, ambient humidity and temperature change. This noise source is

modelled with a Gaussian distribution with mean of 0 and a variance based on a

percentage of the sensor’s peak magnitude, and added as a constant to an entire

sensor response. This models a long term systematic drift of the sensor device

due to aging or poisoning and environmental differences between sample

collection sessions, not a short-term drift over a single data sample, and assumes

that the resulting drift is steady over the period of a single sample.

NtXtX BD  )()( (4.13)

where XBD(t) is the final noisy signal, X(t) is the simulated sensor signal and N

the noise value, defined by,

randnXnN  )max( (4.14)

where n is the noise percentage, and randn is a random number generated by the

MATLAB 7.4.0 (R2007a) randn random number generation function, with a

mean of 0 and variance of 1.
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Figure 4.9 A non-scalar example of the effect caused by baseline drift. (a) Source

signal – normal curve, mean 5, variance 1. (b) 3 samples with different baselines

due to a drift noise level of 5%.

4.2.4 The Final Simulation Data Set

The final data set produced of the simulation is based on the simulations

generated from the Protonose III device [4.1], using the commercial software

MATLAB 6.0.0.88 (r12) and a finite element model, FEMLAB 2.3b [4.6]. This

simulation generated 3 data sets, simulating a 5 second pulse of each of ethanol,

toluene and a 50/50 mixture of the two passing through the system. The retentive

micro-channel simulated has a cross-sectional geometry of 0.5 mm  0.5 mm and

a length of 2.3 m, and coated with parylene C as the stationary phase. 40 sensors,

in 4 groups of 10 differing tunings, are arranged along the micro-channel as

shown in Figure 4.1. For this simulation, only the first 10 sensors and the final 10

sensors are required. Figure 4.10 illustrates some examples of sensor outputs

from this simulation.
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Figure 4.10 Example of 2 paired sensor outputs (sensors 5 and 7) from the

simulated Protonose III device. Top – e-nose array. Bottom – z-nose array [4.1]

From each of these 3 data sets, 20 random data sets were generated by the

addition of a noise signal category, producing a complete data set of 60 samples

containing 3 analytes. This produces 3, 60-sample data sets, one for each of the

noise categories; additive noise, sample variance and baseline drift. A further 3

data sets were generated using binary combinations of noise categories; additive

and sample variance, additive and baseline drift and sample variance and

baseline drift. For all of these data sets, the noise value was set to a 5% level.

This is typical for sensor noise (additive and sample variance), but a very high

level for drift noise over a typical measurement period.

The result of this data generation results in 6 noisy e-nose data sets and 6 noisy z-

nose data sets, totalling 240 data samples. This broad range of data sets will

allow a detailed analysis of the performance of each processing method with

respect to the major noise types that can influence a chemical sensing result.
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4.3 Processing the Simulation Data

With the simulated data sets complete, a processing strategy must be decided

upon. This will comprise of a pre-processing stage and a processing stage. This

prepares the data for use in a classification scheme. The purpose of the pre-

processing is to prepare the data for processing, ensuring that data are weighted

correctly and eliminating any potential biasing factors for the data. Following

this, the data can be processed, selecting and extracting information and data that

will be most advantageous for use in the classification stage, and provide the best

discrimination between classes. All the following processing was performed

using the commercial software MATLAB 7.4.0 (R2007b), and the

implementation of these functions can be found in Appendix A.

4.3.1 Pre-Processing

The output from real sensors can vary significantly in magnitude, while the

information contained within each is equally important. Normalisation ensures

that such variable data values are all treated in an unbiased manner. However,

any noise on small signals will be amplified greatly, and so such operations must

be used with careful consideration. Two normalisation approaches were

considered; auto-scaling and auto-ranging.
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Auto-scaling linearly scales the magnitude of all data points in a given sample so

that their values lie in the range between 0 and 1, and is signed to preserve the

direction of the magnitude. Thus, the calculation for Sj(t), the pre-processed

sensor signal

 j

j

j
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tX
tS
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(4.14)

where Xj(t) is the noise simulation signal, is performed. In removing the length of

the vector, balancing it at 1 for all vectors, concentration is removed from the

signal information, which makes this function more suited for establishing

qualitative information (i.e. classification problems) rather than quantitative

information, assuming the data is linear.

Auto-ranging linear scales the magnitude of the spread of the sensor data so that

the range is equal to 1. This method will preserve any information contained

within small signals in the data, at the disadvantage of biasing signals with large

values. More complex problems may have sensors that respond in both directions,

information that would be lost in regular auto-scaling. The auto-ranging

technique is derived to overcome this problem. However, the same removal of

concentration information occurs, making this method most suitable for

classification problems and not quantification problems. Thus, auto-ranging is

performed to produce a pre-processed sensor signal
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To gauge the advantages of pre-processing, the raw data, with no pre-processing,

will also be processed.

)()( tXtS jj  (4.16)

All these pre-processing approaches are statistical in nature, intended for use

with statistical processing and classification techniques, and assume linearity in

the initial sensor signals.

4.3.2 Processing

Having prepared the data sets, processing of the data can be done. The main

requirement of the central processing stage is to develop features so that they can

be extracted for use in a classification scheme. This feature is chosen to be a

representative distinguishing factor that can be used to differentiate between

samples and ultimately used to identify them.

4.3.2.1 Peak Magnitude

Peak magnitude is a feature whose use is prevalent in chemical sensing [4.2]

[4.7] [4.8]. As such, it represents a baseline from which any improvements can

be judged. The pre-processed data sets for both sets of sensors, the front (SA, e-
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nose analogue) and the back (SB, c-nose analogue), are processed in this manner,

producing an array of peak magnitude values suitable for use in classification.

4.3.2.2 Cross-Convolution

Cross-convolution incorporates a convolution characteristic signal, from which a

feature can be defined. Pairs of sensors within the array have convolution

performed on them, producing a group of characteristic signals. Again, this

process was performed on both the front sensors (eq. 4.17) and the back sensors

(eq. 4.18).
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As there are 10 sensors, 10 sensor pairings are chosen, so the dimension of the

data is comparable to the peak magnitude feature set, and using all 45 possible

convolution pairings would add excessive redundancy and magnitude any noise

or errors still present in the signals. These pairings are illustrated in Figure 4.10.
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Figure 4.11 Selection of sensor pairings for cross-convolution calculations

Referring to Figure 4.1, the pairings illustrated above the sensors represent

sensors which are equidistant within a group of sensors in the array, while the

lower sensor pairings are selected based on order.

From this set of characteristic signals, the area under the curve was computed as

the feature for use in classification. This feature was chosen as it contains

information on the overall shape of the signal, which is how the characteristic

signal varies with differences in the source samples.

4.4 Post-Processing and Classification

The processing results in a total of 72 feature sets (6 noise types  2 devices  3

pre-processing methods  2 processing methods). These features are used in a

classification scheme. Firstly, a principal components analysis is applied. This

produces a set of principal component sets that can produce a linear graphical

output in 2 or 3 dimensions. Upon these principal component data sets, linear

regression would normally be used to produce classification regions. However

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
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here, a t-test will be performed to generate a quantitative measure of the quality

of each of the feature sets.

4.4.1 Principal Components Analysis

Principal components analysis (PCA) is a method where data which contain

many dimensions are converted in such a manner that the majority of the data’s

variance is contained in a low number of dimensions [4.9]. The PCA was

performed using the commercial software MATLAB 7.4.0 (R2007a), and the

PCA function contained within its statistical toolbox. The results of the PCA

showed that in all cases, 95%+ of the variance was contained within the first 2

principal components. The PCA data sets were plotted using the first 2 principal

components, a selection of which are shown in Figure 4.11 (the full selection of

plots can be found in Appendix B).
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Figure 4.12 Selection of PCA plots after processing. Left – traditional electronic

nose. Right – cross-convolution on electronic nose data. Top to bottom – sample

variance noise, baseline drift, SV + SNR, SV + BD.
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4.4.2 Paired t-test

A PCA test forms a good foundation for classification using regression

techniques, but does not provide a good quantitative measure for use in assessing

the quality of one technique against another. Using information generated during

the PCA process that indicates the percentage of the variance contained within

each principal component, a t-test can be performed to generate a quantitative

measure of the quality of the PCA. The paired t-test considers the relative size

and separation of the data groups, expressed as a t-score. These t-scores were

generated between each pair of analytes for the first 2 principal components

using a separate variance t-test performed in Unistat 5.5 software. Tables 4.1-4.3

show the t-scores generated by this processing for the complete set of feature sets.

Table 4.1 t-scores generated between each pair of analyte groups for all the

processed feature sets, using a separated variance t-test using an auto-scaling pre-

processing technique

t-scores

E-Nose C-Nose X-Convolution CX-Convolution

PC 1 PC 2 PC 1 PC 2 PC 1 PC 2 PC 1 PC 2

Eth-Tol 198.13 3.86 146.08 6.08 139.65 118.73 108.68 156.45

SV Eth-Mix 121.97 35.96 98.14 24.77 185.53 14.26 59.64 104.68

Tol-Mix 87.53 46.31 100.70 54.52 56.57 85.13 106.89 10.35

Eth-Tol 370.43 3.91 352.92 13.83 659.52 64.93 832.03 53.92

SNR Eth-Mix 214.59 40.94 239.27 59.75 360.31 237.24 422.28 459.31

Tol-Mix 226.98 91.91 227.79 103.27 254.54 395.24 419.81 400.44

Eth-Tol 226.20 3.52 172.90 6.20 29.55 7.00 24.72 4.46

BD Eth-Mix 141.15 39.58 131.88 27.45 24.68 7.45 7.95 12.80

Tol-Mix 123.10 59.09 81.63 50.81 4.60 12.77 19.63 9.54

Eth-Tol 405.74 4.20 400.96 16.18 583.41 94.56 849.18 50.48

SV+SNR Eth-Mix 243.05 43.91 289.17 70.47 385.62 349.25 404.56 446.85

Tol-Mix 243.54 96.90 222.83 123.24 213.02 474.22 437.58 401.15

Eth-Tol 231.34 2.39 234.48 7.33 35.84 4.76 22.84 4.43

SV+BD Eth-Mix 130.73 25.58 177.18 35.46 20.10 8.25 7.10 12.85

Tol-Mix 107.21 52.78 90.39 52.51 7.36 12.03 17.99 8.38

Eth-Tol 237.46 3.05 193.47 6.66 28.02 8.73 22.20 4.53

SNR+BD Eth-Mix 131.48 28.77 122.83 30.77 28.75 8.91 7.71 11.44

Tol-Mix 145.18 56.94 107.90 46.75 3.81 16.48 16.49 8.61
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Table 4.2 t-scores generated between each pair of analyte groups for all the

processed feature sets, using a separated variance t-test using an auto-ranging

pre-processing technique

Table 4.3 t-scores generated between each pair of analyte groups for all the

processed feature sets, using a separated variance t-test using no pre-processing

t-scores

E-Nose C-Nose X-Convolution CX-Convolution

PC 1 PC 2 PC 1 PC 2 PC 1 PC 2 PC 1 PC 2

Eth-Tol 190.65 5.36 179.78 7.71 140.14 129.59 126.63 183.80

SV Eth-Mix 124.48 29.22 114.79 35.01 22.71 18.10 46.55 181.68

Tol-Mix 122.13 59.62 121.00 49.83 63.83 112.39 117.92 15.67

Eth-Tol 350.36 11.21 439.10 13.77 424.07 220.66 260.40 255.32

SNR Eth-Mix 221.48 55.08 280.99 55.93 629.29 2917 163.75 175.28

Tol-Mix 196.47 93.29 196.76 116.80 224.04 220.83 455.17 18.52

Eth-Tol 191.49 4.34 225.96 7.96 21.09 4.92 13.60 3.62

BD Eth-Mix 121.95 23.21 161.95 30.95 15.20 4.74 0.43 7.15

Tol-Mix 97.39 46.07 97.02 75.88 1.32 9.01 13.07 3.30

Eth-Tol 336.98 9.15 492.66 16.75 394.94 240.12 382.67 272.67

SV+SNR Eth-Mix 219.05 47.18 333.96 76.44 469.54 31.95 112.39 122.88

Tol-Mix 207.78 101.34 238.75 128.46 152.38 236.16 281.10 15.63

Eth-Tol 221.32 6.20 185.00 7.16 18.23 4.36 14.14 5.33

SV+BD Eth-Mix 138.47 33.67 123.64 31.16 22.03 4.00 5.26 5.51

Tol-Mix 117.00 51.24 91.64 46.28 2.26 8.02 17.30 1.99

Eth-Tol 199.73 6.21 214.46 7.60 16.95 3.06 12.65 6.50

SNR+BD Eth-Mix 130.69 32.35 140.49 31.03 17.43 5.72 1.58 7.43

Tol-Mix 96.50 67.68 115.20 48.60 3.48 8.52 16.45 2.47

t-scores

E-Nose C-Nose X-Convolution CX-Convolution

PC 1 PC 2 PC 1 PC 2 PC 1 PC 2 PC 1 PC 2

Eth-Tol 219.63 5.45 187.79 6.25 150.94 135.15 135.94 146.37

SV Eth-Mix 128.82 29.20 130.72 25.79 130.28 15.94 35.39 149.07

Tol-Mix 109.13 50.45 84.41 50.02 43.75 98.13 111.32 23.68

Eth-Tol 274.61 8.30 459.78 14.80 355.44 206.12 254.70 251.66

SNR Eth-Mix 171.68 40.57 324.15 72.70 441.77 26.37 111.26 122.82

Tol-Mix 168.90 83.82 194.35 107.66 158.26 213.45 244.61 5.52

Eth-Tol 242.04 6.46 213.07 7.62 16.32 7.08 13.24 4.65

BD Eth-Mix 151.31 36.27 141.55 30.18 15.89 5.45 3.74 6.75

Tol-Mix 104.15 58.64 113.18 67.07 2.14 9.81 14.56 1.76

Eth-Tol 318.04 11.79 418.27 13.44 44.08 216.35 351.88 252.10

SV+SNR Eth-Mix 199.32 65.88 296.34 5921 482.30 29.81 185.67 197.26

Tol-Mix 196.40 86.71 186.68 109.46 176.17 266.27 435.49 18.03

Eth-Tol 238.86 6.12 206.40 8.18 17.83 5.97 13.61 3.90

SV+BD Eth-Mix 158.14 32.62 125.29 31.28 18.64 3.94 1.61 9.01

Tol-Mix 110.48 57.78 79.75 48.22 1.29 10.45 16.15 3.28

Eth-Tol 267.40 7.25 156.73 6.09 19.62 5.64 14.04 6.46

SNR+BD Eth-Mix 163.23 34.66 108.70 24.65 16.55 4.11 1.72 7.10

Tol-Mix 97.38 42.97 100.47 60.53 0.48 8.14 11.78 2.12
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4.5 Analysis of Results

Analysis of the principal component plots show that all the devices and methods

described above successfully separated the three analytes into good groupings

that would easily be identified by utilising linear regression. On visual inspection,

it is however difficult to quantify the differences between the various plots, due

differing scaling factors and tight, well-spaced groupings. However, the t-scores

for the cross-convolution methods show a marked improvement over their

traditional counterparts in the presence of sample variance or additive noise

sources, but showed a markedly lower performance in the presence of baseline

drift noise, producing the lowest t-scores and least grouped plots whenever

baseline drift was present. The e-nose and c-nose performed similarly in both

processing categories. These results also show that auto-scaling is the preferable

pre-processing approach.

4.6 Conclusions

In this chapter, an implementation of a convolution processing methodology for

use with chemical sensors has been successfully created. The basic simulation

data sets have been taken and noise added to create a meaningful test bed to

demonstrate the implementation of the convolution methodology alongside a

traditional approach based on methods currently in use in chemical sensing. The

full processing process has been mapped out, with attention paid to finding the
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optimum combination of processing techniques to make the most of this novel

approach. Finally, a classification scheme has been suggested and implemented,

with an additional quantitative test added so that the various techniques

combinations can be assessed.

The results have validated the use of convolution as a processing method for use

in classification problems within the field of chemical sensing, demonstrated by

the successful separation of the analyte groups. However, the problem solved

was not one where the traditional methods failed, but the additional quantitative

t-test demonstrates that groupings in the convolution processing method have

some superior properties to the traditional approaches, although there exists a

definite weakness to baseline drift. As this test did not contain any data with +/-

swing, it was not unexpected when the auto-scaling pre-processing method was

found to be superior. Based on this success, in the next chapter, the convolution

method will be applied to real sensor data, under a similar set of processing

conditions.
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Chapter 5: Parametric Performance of the

Convolution-based Method on Real Chemical

Sesnor Data: Classification

5.1 Introduction

As presented in the previous chapter, the convolution processing method proved

successful for use in classifying simulated data from e-nose and e-mucosa

devices, and showed evidence of being superior to traditional methods in certain

cases. However, the time-series simulation was an ideal scenario with linear fluid

flow and rectilinear geometry. For a more thorough examination of the value of

this methodology, the process will now be applied to experimental data gathered

from real sensors and their response to simple and complex odours.

5.2 Experimental Data Set

First a data set kindly supplied by ISOCS [5.1] has been used for testing the

convolution processing method on real sensor data. This data set describes a set

of data collected over period of 3 months, including four analytes; anisol,

cyclohexanol, propanol and toluene. The data were provided in MultiSens XML
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format [5.2]. Each data set contains responses from two types of chemical

sensors, metal oxide resistive gas sensors (MOX) and quartz micro-balance

sensors (QMB) with differing polymer coatings, each with eight tunings.

5.3 Applying the Convolution Processing Method to Real

Data

The data were converted from MultiSens XML format into a .CSV data format

suitable for use with the MATLAB integration of the convolution processing

function, detailed in Appendix A. The processing approach used in the

simulation is used as the basis for determining the processing scheme here.

Based on this, pre-processing will be an auto-scaling normalisation process

(equation 4.14), followed by the convolution processing.

Following processing, feature selection will be expanded to consider other

possible features that can be obtained from the characteristic signals. Area,

magnitude and combinations of these features will be considered as possible

time-independent features. A closer examination of suitable classification

schemes will also be carried out by comparing a PCA regression with a

probabilistic neural network (PNN).
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5.3.1 Pre-Processing and Sensor Selection

Following the results of the simulation, the data undergo auto-scaling

normalisation, so that the values of the data are scaled between 0 and 1,

removing any concentration bias that may be present in the system, but this

process will magnify any sampling or variance noise when the signals are small.

By using a convolution processing approach, the effect of these noise sources on

the final classification results should be reduced, due to the integration process

which convolution includes.

Convolution characteristic signals will be generated between pairs of sensors.

With 2 different sensor arrays available, there are several pairing options. As

there are 8 sensors in each array, a target of 8 characteristic signals is chosen.

These 8 signals can be generated by pairing sensors within either the MOX or

QMB array, pairing sensors between the QMB and MOX array, or 4 pairings

from each of the MOX and QMB array. This gives four sets of processed data –

MOX only, QMB only, a mix of MOX and QMB, and MOX crossed with QMB.

These pairings are illustrated in Figure 5.1.
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Figure 5.1 Illustration of possible sensor pairings across and between the MOX

and QMB sensor arrays.

Convoluting between similar sensors is sensible for establishing any

relationships that could be present in the data, however convolution between the

MOX and QMB sensors is an abstract concept due to the different ways in which

the sensors respond to input, and has no physical meaning. However, this idea

has been pursued to see if it has value in terms of classification.

5.3.2 Feature Extraction

While the previous computational experiments only considered a single possible

feature (area) from the characteristic signal, here several features will be

considered. Area, peak magnitude, the product of area and magnitude, and area

MOX QMB

MOX*MOX
pairings

QMB*QMB
pairings

MOX*QMB
pairings
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divided by magnitude are chosen as potential features. This selection of features

consider different forms of the overall shape of the characteristic signal, and

could further help remove correlation to concentration or noise.

5.4 Classification

There are many classification approaches, which can be grouped into two broad

categories: statistical (parametric) and non-parametric [5.3].

Statistical approaches represent methods that process the data in a manner

compatible with statistical techniques, by assuming an underlying probability

density function, such as PCA, DFA, PLS or MCR. The results for these are

normally presented as graphs or charts. Statistical methods perform well with

clearly separated data, but can incorrectly classify indistinct data sets due to the

rigid classification criteria set after calibration [5.4].

Non-parametric methods do not assume any multinormal distributions and

include artificial neural networks (ANN) and nearest neighbour classification

(KNN) schemes [5.5]. Non-parametric approaches can provide a solution to more

challenging datasets, such as non-linear datasets or vectors which are closer to

decision boundaries.

To compare these two groups of classification approaches, a representative

method from each of these two categories was chosen. A statistical principal
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components analysis was chosen and a non-parametric probabilistic neural

network was chosen. Both these methods are widely used within the field of

artificial olfaction, and so much evidence exists as a point of comparison for this

new approach.

5.4.1 Principal Components Analysis

Principal components analysis (PCA) considers data as variance in each

dimension that the data possesses [5.6]. As a single data sample for this data set

consists of 8 characteristic signals, the data can be considered to have 8

dimensions; to plot these data in 2- or 3-dimensional space suitable for

visualisation is impossible without further processing [5.7].

A PCA processes the data, rotating it in such a way so that the maximum

possible variance between data points is present in lower dimensions. While the

data are no less dimensionally complex, much more of the information is

contained in fewer dimensions. With a significant amount of the information now

contained in 2 or 3 dimensions, a regression approach for classification is much

simpler with the new axes in principal component space.

The PCA processing is carried out using the pca function included in the

commercial software MATLAB 7.4.0 (R2007a).
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5.4.2 Probabilistic Neural Network

A PNN [5.8] is constructed and trained using the newpnn included in the Neural

Network Toolbox for the commercial software MATLAB 7.4.0 (R2007a). The

neural net was defined with one hidden layer, 8 input nodes to receive the 8

sensor inputs/pairings and 4 output nodes representing the four analytes. The

features extracted from the characteristic signals need to be scaled through an

additional normalisation process. Auto-scaling is again used so that the features

lie between 0 and 1. This is most suitable given the nature of the input data, but

will make the network asymmetric (ideally the inputs would be scaled to 1 for a

symmetric network).

In order to train the PNN, the 40 samples for each analyte were split into 2 sets of

20 samples each, set A and set B. One set would be used for training the network,

and the other was used as a testing vector to determine the accuracy of the

network. The roles of the two sets were then reversed. This allows the

construction of a confusion matrix to judge the accuracy of the neural network.

5.5 Results

The following section collects a selection of results generated from processing

the MOX/QMB data set using a convolution approach, using the various
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combinations of sensors and features outlined above, and classified using either a

statistical or non-parametric approach. Full results can be found in Appendix C.

5.5.1 Principal Components Analysis

The following plots (Figure 5.2) show the results of the PCA regression.

Figure 5.2 PCA plots of the first 2 principal components after convolution

processing of each data set, extracting three types of feature from the

characteristic signal.
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These plots show the data being successfully separated when a feature including

the area was used. Excluding the one clear outlier, the regression gives clear

classification groupings. Only utilising the height feature was unsuccessful, with

the groupings impossible to clearly separate.

5.5.2 Probabilistic Neural Network

The following tables (Tables 5.1-5.3) show the overall performance of the PNN

network in classifying one data set after being trained on the other.

Table 5.1 PNN accuracy after using convolution processing using MOX*MOX,

QMB*QMB and QMB*MOX sensor combinations

Conv. Height Feature Conv. Area Feature Area / Height Feature
Set A Train, Set B
Test

96.43% 97.62% 100%

Set B Train, Set A
Test

97.62% 98.81% 100%

Table 5.2 PNN accuracy after using convolution processing using MOX*MOX

and QMB*QMB sensor combinations

Conv. Height Feature Conv. Area Feature Area / Height Feature
Set A Train, Set B
Test

97.62% 98.81% 100%

Set B Train, Set A
Test

97.62% 98.81% 100%

Table 5.3 PNN accuracy after using convolution processing using MOX*QMB

sensor combinations

Conv. Height Feature Conv. Area Feature Area / Height Feature

Set A Train, Set B
Test

94.05% 96.43% 100%

Set B Train, Set A
Test

95.24% 97.62% 100%
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Table 5.4 PNN accuracy after using convolution processing using MOX*MOX

sensor combinations

Conv. Height Feature Conv. Area Feature Area / Height Feature

Set A Train, Set B
Test

96.43% 96.43% 97.62%

Set B Train, Set A
Test

97.62% 97.62% 97.62%

Table 5.5 PNN accuracy after using convolution processing using QMB*QMB

sensor combinations

Conv. Height Feature Conv. Area Feature Area / Height Feature

Set A Train, Set B
Test

52.38% 85.71% 97.62%

Set B Train, Set A
Test

61.90% 95.24% 100%

These results show that the area/height feature performed at a very high accuracy,

and was clearly superior to the other features.

These results will now be discussed in detail.

5.6 Analysis of Results

From the PCA plots, it is clear that a height feature extracted from the

characteristic signal is unsuitable for classification of this data set, and is

supported by the lower accuracy of the PNN network when also using this

feature. Area and area/height are much more successful in separating the data.

However, a few outliers are less distinct in the area feature. In the area/height

feature plot, these outliers are much closer to their parent group and would result
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in better classification performance. This is again supported by the PNN network

results, with the area feature achieving a good 90+% average accuracy, but the

area/height feature achieving close to 100% overall.

Using only the results from the QMB sensor array were clearly the weakest when

used alone for classification, although the area/height feature still proved to be a

very good classifier in this worst case. Including the MOX sensor data in any

form greatly boosted the quality of results. The most accurate classifier was the

convolution of unmixed pairs of MOX and QMB data, suggesting that both

arrays are bringing unique and different information to the classification problem,

even though the time constants for the different sensor types are distinct and

represent different physical processes.

5.7 Conclusions

In this chapter, it has been shown that the convolution processing method has

been successfully applied to an available real experimental data set from standard

e-nose devices (MOX and QMB), and that an improved and successful

classification can be carried out. A selection of features which can be extracted

from the characteristic signal were explored to further improve the performance

of the convolution processing method, and while area continued to provide

successful solutions to classification problems, a ratio of area and height was

shown to improve the results to 100% accuracy under the right conditions.
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Chapter 6: Parametric Performance of the

Convolution-Based Method on Real Chemical

Sensor Data: Quantification

6.1 Introduction

Classification is not the only identification problem that needs to be tackled.

Quantification of a substance is often also important. Identifying concentrations

of a chemical has important applications in control systems [6.1], and also forms

an integral part in the classification of complex odours, where differing

concentrations of a combination of substances can lead to different odours [6.2].

This also forms an important step to the goal of taint detection or quality control

applications for an advanced odour detection device.

6.2 Experimental Data Set

A data set kindly provided by Prof. K. Persaud of Manchester University [6.3] as

part of ISOCS [6.4] was to be used for quantification testing. The data collected

contains information regarding data collection of a commercially supplied apple

concentrate at 4 different batch concentrations: 28 g/litre, 30 g/litre, 33
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g/litre and 36 g/litre, each in a water solvent. Each concentration was sampled

8 times by an array of 32 polymer sensors, extracted from a 40 ml headspace

from 25 ml of solution. The number of water washes between repeats was 2. The

data were supplied in .CSV format, and transferred to MATLAB 7.4.0 (R2007a)

software for processing.

6.3 Applying the Convolution Method to the Data Set

Having been imported into MATLAB 7.4.0 (R2007a), the data were processed

using the convolution method detailed in Appendix A. Pre-processing would not

be carried out, as the concentration information would be lost through

normalisation. The 32 sensors were paired for the convolution in an expanded

version of the pairing scheme used in Chapter 4 (Fig 4.7).

Following processing, features would be extracted from the characteristic signals

generated by the convolutions. These features would be peak magnitude, area,

magnitude  area and area / magnitude.

With the feature data sets established, the data would be quantified by a partial

least-squares regression approach due to the non-linear nature of the data,

allowing the data to analysed in a linear nature.
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6.4 Quantification

Quantification requires different statistical techniques in order to correctly

differentiate between analytes. Partial least-squares regression [6.5] is a popular

technique for quantification of data. This is a technique that combines linear

regression with predictor variables, making it more useful for the quantification

of continuous values like concentration, rather than the discrete groups required

of classification [6.6].

Least-squares regression fits data to minimise the error in a least-squares sense,

producing a line of regression to approximate the data [6.7],

BAXY  (6.1)

where Y is the output independent variable, X the input data, B the regression

constants and A the regression co-efficients. However, such a technique can be

greatly affected by noise and is unsuitable for non-linear data. Partial least-

squares regression (PLS) decomposes the input data and independent variable

into a lower dimensional space before performing least-squares regression on the

decomposition variables [6.8]. The decomposition acts to remove variance due to

noise, ensuring the regression is performed based on the variance of the variable

data. This decomposition is performed as follows,

BTPX T  (6.2)
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CUQY T  (6.3)

CATU  (6.4)

where C is the decomposition constants, U and T are decomposition co-efficients

and P and Q are the decomposition variables. This decomposition results in the

final regression model shown in Equation 6.5.

CXPAQY T  )( (6.5)

In order to carry out a PLS, P and Q need to be estimated. The algorithm chosen

to do this was a Non-linear Iterative Partial Least-Squares (NIPLS) approach, an

iterative approach to the estimation of P and Q. A MATLAB implementation of

this approach is available from [6.9]. This algorithm would be used to perform

PLS on the data set.

A score was then generated from the PLS decomposition (Eq. 6.5), and plotted

against the concentration. Each set of 8 samples are illustrated as a mean of the

samples, with error defined by their variance.
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6.5 Results

The following section presents the results generated from processing the

concentration data set provided by Manchester University [6.3].

Figure 6.1 – PLS of concentration information from APT data collection. Large

scale variations occur due to the nature of numerically computing convolution

and area in the MATLAB software.
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6.6 Analysis of Results

From Figure 6.1, it can be seen that the regression is very variable. With a

dominant area feature selection after convolution (A, A/H), the error in the

results is very large, making measurement of concentration using this method

problematic, as most samples extend across the entire region of regression. With

the magnitude feature dominant (H, HA), the results were much improved, with

the error regions to the regression being much smaller, and a steeper gradient on

the line of regression. However, the error regions still remain relatively large

over this period of regression. The magnitude features show a marked

improvement over the regression of the raw data, where the area features show a

markedly larger error area, despite the steeper gradient of the line of regression.

6.7 Conclusions

In this chapter, the convolution method has been applied to a quantification of

concentration problem with some success. While the overall quality of the results

is disappointing, the convolution method has shown a marked improvement over

just utilising raw data for quantification purposes. It is clear from these results

that a feature that focuses on magnitude is preferable for this purpose, in

opposition to the area feature most suitable for classification.
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Chapter 7: Application of the Convolution Method

to Simulated Data from an Artificial Olfactory

Mucosa

7.1 Introduction

Advancements in the field of artificial olfaction continue apace. As our

understanding of the biological olfactory system increases, so devices are

developed to take advantage of this new knowledge. These avenues led to the

categories of devices discussed in the previous chapters, and the processing

methodologies developed alongside them [7.1, 7.2]. However, new devices are

constantly under development, taking advantage of the newest understandings of

the process of olfaction. One such device is the artificial olfactory mucosa [7.3].

Here a novel device being developed is outlined, and based on simulations

developed for it, application of the convolution processing method to the

artificial mucosa is performed.
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7.2 Artificial Olfactory Mucosa Simulation

The artificial olfactory mucosa (AOM) is a concept developed and constructed at

the University of Warwick [7.3]. The device takes advantage of the nasal

chromatography effect [7.4, 7.5]. The AOM is embodied in a simple form here as

multiple points along the retentive column in a single chromatograph (and later

developed with multiple columns and arrays). This produces a more complex and

information rich spatio-temporal data set, as the data now have multiple frames

of reference for successive sets of temporal data. This information-rich spatio-

temporal signal is not utilised by current data processing techniques in use in the

field of artificial olfaction, and so the development of new data processing

methods is needed in order to fully exploit this new type of data [7.6].

7.2.1 Outline of Artificial Olfactory Mucosa Simulation

The simulation developed during the development of the Warwick Protonose III

device [7.3] forms the basis of the e-mucosa simulation, and a similar approach

to generating data suitable for processing found in Chapter 4 is used here. The

same two arrays of sensors, the first 10 and final 10, form the AOM device, but

are now considered to be a single device rather than two distinct devices (e-nose

and c-nose).
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Figure 7.1 Physical realisation of the Protonose III [7.3]

As a single ideal simulation was carried out to demonstrate the viability of the

device, this signal will form the basis of the processing data set, and a noise

simulation performed to produce a group of varied signal sets suitable for a

processing problem.

7.2.2 Noise Simulation

The noise simulations are identical to those carried out in Chapter 4, and the

equations and processing detailed there is also applied to the simulated AOM

device. It should be noted that as a single device, it was determined that the

baseline drift of signals from sensor pairs would be similar, because the sensors

would be subject to the same conditions and experience. Thus, the direction of

the drift for a given sensor pair would always be the same. The magnitude of the

noise was chosen to be 5%. For additive and sample noise, this is typical.

However, this remains a very large value for drift-type noise, as it is assumed to
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occur between samples and over the testing period (100 seconds). A more

realistic value would be 0.5% or less.

7.2.3 Final Simulation Data Set

The final data set was simulated based on the simulations generated from the e-

mucosa [7.3], using the commercial software MATLAB 6.0.0.88 (r12) and the

FEMLAB 2.3b finite element model [7.7]. This simulation generated 3 data sets,

simulating a 5 second pulse of each of ethanol, toluene and a 50/50 mixture in air

of the two passing through the system. The retentive micro-channel simulated

has a cross-sectional geometry of 0.5 mm  0.5 mm and a length of 2.3 m, and

coated with Parylene C as the stationary phase. 40 sensors, in 4 groups of 10

differing tunings, are arranged along the micro-channel as shown in Figure 7.1.

For this simulation, the AOM e-mucosa device is formed from the first 10

sensors, each paired with their counterpart in the final 10 sensors.

These pre-generated signals were used as a base for generating noisy signals in

MATLAB 7.4.0 (R2007a). From each of these 3 data sets, 20 random data sets

were generated by the addition of a noise signal category, producing a complete

data set of 60 samples containing 3 analytes. This produces 3 60-sample data sets,

one for each of the noise categories; additive noise, sample variance and baseline

drift. A further 3 data sets were generated using binary combinations of noise

categories; additive and sample variance, additive and baseline drift and sample

variance and baseline drift. For all of these data sets, the noise value was set to a

5% level. The direction of the baseline drift noise between a pair of similar
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sensors was fixed to be the same in all cases. The result of this data generation

results in 6 noisy e-mucosa data sets, totalling 120 data samples.

7.3 Processing the Simulation Data

The simulated data sets can now be processed, and a similar methodology as that

presented in previous chapters will be used. A pre-processing stage rectifies any

potential bias in the data set, ensuring each sensor provides an appropiate weight

to the processing process. The main processing stage then occurs, where the data

are processed into characteristic signals. From these characteristic signals, a

feature suitable for the chosen classification approach can be extracted. The

processing was performed in the commercial software MATLAB 7.4.0 (R2007a),

and details of function implementation can be found in Appendix A.

7.3.1 Pre-processing

The pre-processing strategies outlined in Chapter 4 are also applied here. These

are the auto-scaling (equation 4.14) and auto-ranging (equation 4.15)

normalisation approaches, as well as simply using the raw data (equation 4.16)

for processing. This highlights the need to normalise the data to ensure that no

sensor is being uncharacteristically weighted by the system.
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7.3.2 Processing

The AOM device generates spatio-temporal data, with data produced by the two

sensor arrays related in terms of spatial displacement and temporal displacement.

As such, regular processing methods do not make use of this related nature of the

data. In order to take advantage of this property, a new approach is required. The

convolution approach, which combines the properties of two different signals, is

suggested as being suitable for this purpose. The relationships between each pair

of signals will be borne out in the resulting characteristic signal, highlighting the

differing effect that the retentive channel has on different analytes.

Of course, convolution is not the only manner in which two different time series

signals can be combined. Other methods of producing characteristic signals will

also be considered: a signal product and a difference signal.

7.3.2.1 Convolution Characteristic Signal

The convolution method involves performing a convolution between two signals.

These signals are chosen from a pair of similar sensors, one from each of the two

arrays, SA and SB,









 dtSSty AB
c
AOM )()()(

(7.1)
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generating the convolution characteristic signal, yc
AOM.

7.3.2.2 Product Characteristic Signal

The product signal is generated from the product of each of the sensor signal

pairings, SA and SB. In order to maintain the signal’s nature and scale of

magnitude, this is preformed as a signed root-product,

  )()()()(sgn)( tStStStSty BABA
p
AOM 

(7.2)

generating the product characteristic signal yp
AOM.

7.3.2.3 Difference Characteristic Signal

The simplest form of characteristic signal would be a simple difference signal

between the two related sensors, SA and SB. The decayed second signal is

subtracted from the first signal to produce a difference characteristic signal,

yd
AOM,

)()()( tStSty BA
d
AOM  . (7.3)

7.3.3 Feature Extraction

These three approaches each produce an array of 10 characteristic signals. From

this array of signals, a feature is chosen to produce a feature array suitable for use
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in the classification approaches. For this simulation, the area under the curve is

chosen as the feature to be extracted.

7.4 Post-Processing and Classification

Once a suitable feature has been selected, the feature sets can now be used in

classification. The processing has resulted in 54 feature sets (6 noise types  3

pre-processing methods  3 characteristic signal types). These feature sets first

have a principal components analysis applied to them. Classification regions can

then be defined through linear regression. To produce a quantitative measure of

the quality of the processing approach, the principal components sets have a t-

test preformed on them.

7.4.1 Principal Components Analysis

A PCA is applied to the processed data sets, using the procedure outlined in

Chapter 4. The PCA transforms the data so that a maximum amount of variance

is present in as few principal components as possible. If the majority of the

variance is contained in 2 or 3 principal components, this makes the PCA results

suitable for graphical presentation, shows that the sensors are linearly correlated,

and so suitable for classification groups to be defined by linear regression. For

purposes of this simulation, linear regression will not be performed, but the PCA

provides means for a graphical representation of the processed data. The amount
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of variance contained in the first 2 principal components was shown to be 95%+

in all cases here, so the results of the PCA were plotted using the first 2 principal

components. A selection of plots are presented in figure 7.2 (the full set of PCA

plots can be found in Appendix D).

Figure 7.2 PCA plots of AOM simulation data sets with added noise.
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7.4.2 t-test

A t-test is performed on the principal component data sets to provide a

quantitative measure for the quality of data separation in the PCA plot, using the

method outlined in Chapter 4, generating t-scores between pairs of analytes for

the first two principal components, using a separate variance t-test performed in

Unistat 5.5 software. This gives a measure by which the various processing

techniques can be compared to each other. Tables 7.1-7.3 summarise the t-test

results, and include results from Chapter 4 for the e-nose and c-nose for

comparison.

t-scores

Convolution Root-Product Difference E-Nose C-Nose

PC 1 PC 2 PC 1 PC 2 PC 1 PC 2 PC 1 PC 2 PC 1 PC 2

Eth-Tol 118.30 93.02 167.43 231.76 71.44 0.15 198.13 3.86 146.08 6.08

SV Eth-Mix 55.55 86.31 234.60 138.44 36.64 0.39 121.97 35.96 98.14 24.77

Tol-Mix 125.52 3.02 344.81 93.24 37.80 0.67 87.53 46.31 100.70 54.52

Eth-Tol 491.61 75.34 361.60 82.38 129.86 0.76 370.43 3.91 352.92 13.83

SNR Eth-Mix 176.20 196.18 49.27 198.39 54.56 7.74 214.59 40.94 239.27 59.75

Tol-Mix 407.09 140.97 299.26 107.93 43.57 7.93 226.98 91.91 227.79 103.27

Eth-Tol 14.74 0.58 15.99 1.61 68.43 0.26 226.20 3.52 172.90 6.20

BD Eth-Mix 6.95 1.72 2.98 4.16 25.45 0.65 141.15 39.58 131.88 27.45

Tol-Mix 12.34 1.28 10.28 2.59 25.19 0.26 123.10 59.09 81.63 50.81

Eth-Tol 573.20 83.51 393.45 61.67 119.42 1.11 405.74 4.20 400.96 16.18

SV+SNR Eth-Mix 171.11 211.01 33.19 190.01 50.65 7.65 243.05 43.91 289.17 70.47

Tol-Mix 489.25 140.16 365.20 79.26 39.52 7.63 243.54 96.90 222.83 123.24

Eth-Tol 18.49 2.34 19.43 1.86 59.32 0.08 231.34 2.39 234.48 7.33

SV+BD Eth-Mix 6.94 5.42 5.37 3.78 27.29 0.14 130.73 25.58 177.18 35.46

Tol-Mix 15.84 3.66 10.36 2.25 26.63 0.08 107.21 52.78 90.39 52.51

Eth-Tol 12.17 0.71 16.22 1.72 73.84 0.07 237.46 3.05 193.47 6.66

SNR+BD Eth-Mix 4.72 4.76 6.11 8.16 31.07 0.96 131.48 28.77 122.83 30.77

Tol-Mix 11.06 0.11 11.93 6.26 27.09 0.94 145.18 56.94 107.90 46.75

Table 7.1 t-scores generated between each pair of analyte groups for all the

processed feature sets, using a separated variance t-test using an auto-scaling pre-

processing technique
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t-scores

Convolution Root-Product Difference E-Nose C-Nose

PC 1 PC 2 PC 1 PC 2 PC 1 PC 2 PC 1 PC 2 PC 1 PC 2

Eth-Tol 126.37 80.27 221.82 298.78 62.45 0.24 190.65 5.36 179.78 7.71

SV Eth-Mix 68.05 72.04 170.79 161.23 29.06 0.28 124.48 29.22 114.79 35.01

Tol-Mix 203.07 11.54 261.47 63.84 28.06 0.44 122.13 59.62 121.00 49.83

Eth-Tol 164.3 82.32 13.13 6.40 77.49 0.14 350.36 11.21 439.10 13.77

SNR Eth-Mix 140.83 283.91 30.96 5.26 44.42 1.50 221.48 55.08 280.99 55.93

Tol-Mix 265.98 18.96 40.68 1.54 39.08 1.21 196.47 93.29 196.76 116.80

Eth-Tol 6.82 0.61 3.41 0.72 49.44 0.56 191.49 4.34 225.96 7.96

BD Eth-Mix 2.44 0.62 4.85 2.99 78.29 2.15 121.95 23.21 161.95 30.95

Tol-Mix 11.41 0.00 8.61 0.80 23.12 0.17 97.39 46.07 97.02 75.88

Eth-Tol 186.64 96.99 15.55 0.05 86.08 0.31 336.98 9.15 492.66 16.75

SV+SNR Eth-Mix 106.75 217.90 25.69 0.10 39.03 0.09 219.05 47.18 333.96 76.44

Tol-Mix 283.54 21.71 41.03 0.10 38.77 0.17 207.78 101.34 238.75 128.46

Eth-Tol 10.45 2.95 4.78 4.90 66.50 0.03 221.32 6.20 185.00 7.16

SV+BD Eth-Mix 5.06 5.63 8.87 5.76 67.34 0.93 138.47 33.67 123.64 31.16

Tol-Mix 15.02 0.93 12.94 0.48 30.09 0.09 117.00 51.24 91.64 46.28

Eth-Tol 9.34 1.91 7.26 3.48 554.17 0.07 199.73 6.21 214.46 7.60

SNR+BD Eth-Mix 0.37 1.49 2.42 3.45 84.67 0.60 130.69 32.35 140.49 31.03

Tol-Mix 12.12 0.60 7.92 0.01 26.33 0.21 96.50 67.68 115.20 48.60

Table 7.2 t-scores generated between each pair of analyte groups for all the

processed feature sets, using a separated variance t-test using an auto-ranging

pre-processing technique

t-scores

Convolution Root-Product Difference E-Nose C-Nose

PC 1 PC 2 PC 1 PC 2 PC 1 PC 2 PC 1 PC 2 PC 1 PC 2

Eth-Tol 196.02 90.83 253.94 303.86 10.08 0.53 219.63 5.45 187.79 6.25

SV Eth-Mix 64.56 84.32 224.00 152.33 3.86 0.53 128.82 29.20 130.72 25.79

Tol-Mix 180.65 13.49 344.76 55.60 6.97 0.21 109.13 50.45 84.41 50.02

Eth-Tol 197.80 100.33 12.43 3.72 10.71 1.17 274.61 8.30 459.78 14.80

SNR Eth-Mix 128.49 231.94 28.19 3.79 5.51 .035 171.68 40.57 324.15 72.70

Tol-Mix 306.29 22.05 39.98 0.99 4.46 1.12 168.90 83.82 194.35 107.66

Eth-Tol 8.50 1.36 6.95 2.34 1.11 0.54 242.04 6.46 213.07 7.62

BD Eth-Mix 2.66 4.21 3.03 6.28 0.33 0.11 151.31 36.27 141.55 30.18

Tol-Mix 10.26 2.27 8.72 2.43 1.13 0.08 104.15 58.64 113.18 67.07

Eth-Tol 203.95 89.48 12.99 6.50 14.15 0.62 318.04 11.79 418.27 13.44

SV+SNR Eth-Mix 128.85 239.12 24.67 4.20 4.43 0.29 199.32 65.88 296.34 5921

Tol-Mix 282.91 20.20 51.46 0.39 4.02 0.19 196.40 86.71 186.68 109.46

Eth-Tol 8.43 1.91 3.99 5.86 1.28 0.07 238.86 6.12 206.40 8.18

SV+BD Eth-Mix 2.23 3.99 5.80 2.24 0.09 1.61 158.14 32.62 125.29 31.28

Tol-Mix 14.97 1.29 0.13 9.87 0.90 1.42 110.48 57.78 79.75 48.22

Eth-Tol 9.19 0.19 5.06 1.15 0.44 0.34 267.40 7.25 156.73 6.09

SNR+BD Eth-Mix 3.65 0.90 5.25 0.50 0.38 0.01 163.23 34.66 108.70 24.65

Tol-Mix 13.14 0.16 9.99 1.30 0.10 0.31 97.38 42.97 100.47 60.53

Table 7.3 t-scores generated between each pair of analyte groups for all the

processed feature sets, using a separated variance t-test with no pre-processing
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7.5 Analysis of Results

As is evident from the PCA plots, the three analytes are linearly separable in all

processing cases and combinations for the SV, SNR and SV+SNR noise sources.

In these cases, t-scores show a comparable result between the AOM processing

methods and the e-nose and c-nose devices. The t-scores for PC1 are similar

throughout, and the t-scores are increased in PC2 for the AOM processing

approaches. This shows a similar level of separability in the first dimension, but

increased separability in the second dimension for the AOM device.

However, where BD noise sources are present, the AOM processing approaches

are markedly weaker than the e-nose and c-nose results, which maintain their

performance across the board.

The difference characteristic signal for the AOM is shown to be the weakest

overall, although it does not show the weakness to baseline drift that the

convolution or root-product characteristic signal. The difference approach also

produced the most anomalies during testing (such as Table 7.2, SNR+BD, PC1),

highlighting it as the least reliable set of results.

The pre-processing methods had relatively little impact on the shape of the

results, but the auto-ranging and auto-scaling did boost the performance of the

AOM processing approaches.
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7.6 Conclusions

The results highlight a weakness to excessive baseline drift (5% level) when

processing data from an AOM device. This indicates that such a device will be

sensitive to drift, but relatively insensitive to sample variance or SNR noise

sources. Such a device would need to be well maintained to ensure the device’s

baseline does not alter, but would work well in a general day-to-day environment.

However, the poor responses to drift are not a real problem, as the system was

subjected to a very high level of drift (a 5% noise impact between samples) –

drift noise is usually much lower than this for individual samples, less than 0.5%

over a typical measurement period of 1-2 minutes, and is more representative of

a long-term systematic drift or major alteration to environmental conditions.

In comparison to the e-nose and c-nose results, the convolution characteristic

signal performs very well in response to both SV and SNR noise. The increased

separability in the second dimension, without compromising the first dimension,

shows that this method has an increased sensitivity, even in this highly idealised

simulation. The root-product method performs well also, although is more

sensitive to SNR noise, making convolution processing the overall better choice.

The difference approach, although not suffering from any particular weaknesses,

is not suitable here due to its overall lower performance.

The different pre-processing methods do not really impact the results, although a

small improvement could be observed over the raw data. The lack of difference
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between auto-scaling and auto-ranging was expected, as the source signals were

positive, thus both normalisation approaches would effectively be the same in

this case. However, the spread in signal magnitudes is modest and serves to limit

the impact of pre-processing.
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Chapter 8: Dual-Channel Artificial Olfactory

Mucosa: Spatio-Temporal Signal Processing

8.1 Introduction

In this chapter, everything learned from the previous chapters is applied to an

advanced artificial olfactory mucosa under development at Warwick University.

This work was undertaken in parallel with another PhD research student, Fauzan

Che Harun, who developed the device as part of his work as a member of the

Sensors Research Laboratory, Warwick University, UK [8.1-8.3].

8.2 The Artificial Olfactory Mucosa: Dual-channel Large

Array Electronic Nose

The device under development is very different to existing artificial olfactory

systems. It is composed of three large electronic nose arrays, each containing 300

sensors of 24 different tunings (12 per tuning). One array samples the input

immediately, after which the input is split along two retentive channels, one with

a polar retentive material and the other with a non-polar retentive material. After
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these two channels are the second and third electronic nose arrays in a parallel

configuration (Figure 8.1) [8.1]. This embodiment goes beyond the human

olfactory system which has an aqueous (polar) coating. However, olfactory

binding proteins are used to capture hydrophobic compounds and transport them

to the olfactory receptors; a process known as LUSH. In this way, non-polar

molecules can be detected by the olfactory mucosa.

Figure 8.1 Dual-channel Large Array Electronic Nose [8.1]

The retentive channels have a cross-section of 0.38 mm  0.25 mm and are 2.0 m

in length. The first column is coated in a 5 m thick layer of OV-1 (a non-polar

stationary phase) and the second column is coated in a 5 m of Carbowax 20M

(a polar stationary phase). These different stationary phases have a differing

retentive effect on the components of the analyte as it passes along the channel,

producing a data set with spatio-temporal properties as the two sensor arrays

produce different signals in the same time frame.
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The sensors are arrayed in a 25  12 matrix, arranged as shown in Figure 8.2.

The tunings of the sensors are listed in Table 8.1. The polymer composite

solution for each sensor tuning was prepared by dissolving the polymer blend in

20 ml of solvent, followed by the addition of the carbon black (Cabot corp. USA).

Each tuning was deposited using an airbrush and mask with twelve 200 m holes

arranged in a 4  3 matrix. The sensor resistance was set during deposition to lie

between 1 k and 5 k.

Figure 8.2 Diagram of the e-mucosa sensor and pattern of sensor tunings [8.1]
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Table 8.1 Details of polymer compositions used for AOM sensors [8.1]

With this device, information relating to the temporal, spatial and polarity of an

analyte is collected by the three sensor arrays; the spatial differences between the

different sensor tunings, the temporal differences between the pre-channel and

post-channel arrays, and the polar differences between the polar-retentive array

and the non-polar retentive array, as defined by the linear solvation energy

relationship (LSER) equation (8.1) [8.4]. The solvation energy (k) is defined by

16
2222 loglog LlbasrRck HHH   (8.1)

No. Polymer Composite Polymer
A (g)

Polymer
B (g)

Carbon
black (g)

Solvent
(20 ml)

P1 Poly(stylene-co-butadiene) PSB 0.7 0 0.175 Toluene

P2 Poly(ethylene-co-vinyl acetate) PEVA 1.2 0 0.3 Toluene

P3 Poly(caprolactone) PCL 1.2 0 0.3 Toluene

P4 Poly(9-vinylcarbazole) PVC 0.7 0 0.175 Toluene

P5 Poly(ehtylene glycol) PEG 1.2 0 0.3 Toluene

P6 Poly(4-vinyl phenol) PVPH 1.2 0 0.3 Ethanol

P7 Poly(methyl methacrylate) PMM 1.2 0 0.3 Ethanol

P8 Poly(vinyl pyrrolidone) PVPD 0.7 0 0.175 Ethanol

P9 Poly(bisphenol A carbonate) PBA 0.7 0 0.175 Dichloromethane

P10 Poly(sulfane) PSF 0.7 0 0.175 Dichloromethane

P11 PSB 50% + PEVA 50% 0.35 0.6 0.2375 Toluene

P12 PSB 50% + PCL 50% 0.35 0.6 0.2375 Toluene

P13 PEVA 50% + PCL 50% 0.6 0.6 0.3 Toluene

P14 PEG 50% + PVPH 50% 0.6 0.6 0.3 Ethanol

P15 PSB 50% + PVC 50% 0.35 0.6 0.2375 Toluene

P16 PEVA 50% + PVC 50% 0.6 0.35 0.2375 Toluene

P17 PCL 50% + PVC 50% 0.6 0.35 0.2375 Toluene

P18 PMMA 50% + PSB 50% 0.6 0.35 0.2375 Toluene

P19 PMMA 50% + PEVA 50% 0.6 0.6 0.3 Toluene

P20 PMMA 50% + PCL 50% 0.6 0.6 0.3 Toluene

P21 PMMA 50% + PVC 50% 0.6 0.35 0.2375 Toluene

P22 PEG 50% + PVPD 50% 0.6 0.35 0.2375 Ethanol

P23 PVPH 50% + PVPD 50% 0.6 0.35 0.2375 Ethanol

P24 PBA 50% + PSF 50% 0.35 0.35 0.175 Dichloromethane
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where the parameters R2,
H
2 , H

2 , H
2 and L16 characterised by the analyte, and

the coefficients c, r, s, a, b and l dependant on the stationary phase coating. In

characterising the analyte, the parameter R2 is a factor based on the polarisability

of the n- and -electrons; H
2 the dipolarity; H

2 the hydrogen-bond acidity; H
2

the hydrogen-bond basicity; and L16 the gas-liquid partition coefficient in

hexadecane. In characterising the stationary phase coating, c is the constant

representing the basic partition of an analyte with no other interactions as

described by the other parameters; r describes the polarisability; s the dipolarity;

a the hydrogen-bond basicity; b the hydrogen-bond acidity; and l is a factor

determined by the ability of the coating to distinguish between members of a

homogeneous series of compounds. [8.4]

This creates a very complex, information-rich set of sensor signals. Current

processing methods would find it difficult to exploit fully the temporal or polar

nature of this data, let alone the combination of all three information types. This

spatio-temporal data set requires a new approach to processing, such as that

proposed by the convolution processing method in Chapter 7.

8.3 Application of the Convolution Processing Method

Applying the convolution method to this system follows the same basic

processes as those detailed in the previous examples. However, the increased

complexity of this system introduces many more options for the combinations of

signals and the way in which they can be related to one another.
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The same basic data exploration is followed; using pre-processing, processing,

feature selection, feature extraction, then post-processing and classification.

For pre-processing, two procedures were performed. Firstly, the data were

analysed and erroneous signals censored. Due to the experimental nature of the

device, many sensors were producing signals that could easily be identified as in

correct (Figure 8.3 illustrates this) – such as sensors whose output signal is too

high (i.e. saturated) or too low (i.e. produce negligible signals). Sensors reaching

the output voltage value of 10 V or a signal with magnitude of less that 10% of

other similar sensors in the group were removed. This reduces the noise element

in subsequent multivariate data analysis; especially reducing the noise generated

during the feature extraction process. The redundant groups of multiple sensors

allow these non-functioning sensors to be removed without compromising the

variety of the data set.
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The convolution method can then be used for processing. The feature selected for

extraction was the area under the characteristic convolution signal. However,

some new approaches to classification and presentation will also be considered,

in addition to principal components analysis.

In the processing stage, a number of processing pairs are available; the first array

and the array after the polar channel, the first array and the array after the non-

polar channel, and the two arrays after the retentive channels.

Figure 8.4 Possible convolution pairings of the 3 sensor arrays.

8.4 Classification

Multiple approaches to classification were considered for this problem. Starting

with PCA, a time independent classification approach, moving onto a non-

parametric approach using a probabilistic neural network (PNN).

Front
Array

Polar
Array

Non-polar
Array
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8.4.1 Principal Components Analysis

A PCA is performed on the processed data. This time independent linear method

forms a baseline for comparison to more advanced methods. The PCA is carried

out as it had been in previous chapters, and the first two principle components

taken and extracted for graphical presentation.

8.4.2 Probabilistic Neural Network

Due to the small sample size available from the artificial mucosa, the data are

unable to be split into training and testing sets while maintain a suitable number

of samples so that the classification can be statistically significant. This means

using alternative ways of organising and using data. This is achieved by using a

bootstrap training approach [8.5].

The bootstrap train and test approach omits a subset of the samples, trains the

neural network with the remaining samples, and finally uses the initial subset as

its test vectors. This is repeated for a significant number of possible unique

subsets to arrive at a confusion matrix to evaluate the performance of the PNN as

a classifier. The PNN [8.6] is constructed and trained using the newpnn function

included in the Neural Network Toolbox for the commercial software MATLAB

7.4.0 (R2007a). The data are normalised to lie between 0 and 1 in order so that it

can be used in the PNN.
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Figure 8.5 Diagram illustrating the bootstrap train-and-test approach to training a

PNN

The censorship process results in an uneven distribution of sensors among the 24

types of sensors, with some groups having many sensors omitted, and other

groups only losing a few sensors. Even if this was not the case, using all of these

sensors may not produce the best classification performance – some may not be

reacting to the analyte at all, and just contributing noise to the classification

processing. In order to select the best subset of sensors to use, a Monte Carlo

randomiser [8.7] was used during the training process. This arranges the sensors

in a random order and performs a training cycle using just the first sensor. The

second sensor is added to the training vector, and the training cycle repeated. If

the second sensor has improved the classification performance, the sensor is

retained – if not, the sensor is discarded. This is repeated through the whole list

of sensors until the best performing subset has been selected. This is a sub-

optimal non-exhaustive feature selection method, but has been shown to produce

reasonable results in a sensible time scale. Exhaustive searches would take a

prohibitive amount of time.

Test

Train

N. N.

Test

Train
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8.5 Processing Results

Due to the unique nature of the artificial olfactory mucosa, different approaches

to displaying the data were considered. As less than 60% of the variance was

contained in the first 2 principal components on average, the PCA results were

plotted using the first 3 principal components, which contained 80%+ of the

variance. The results from the neural net would however been presented in an

illustrative format as well as the confusion matrix which characterises the

network.

8.5.1 Principal Components Analysis

Figure 8.6 shows a selection of PCA results from the processing of the artificial

olfactory mucosa.
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Figure 8.6 3-dimensional PCA plots resulting from processing. a) Front Array 

Polar Array b) Front Array  Non-Polar Array c) Polar Array  Non-Polar Array

8.5.2 Probabilistic Neural Network

Figure 8.7 shows a graphical illustration of the peak magnitudes of the

convolution characteristic signals obtained from the reduced set of functioning

pairs of sensors. Table 8.2 summarises the accuracy of the PNN in classifying the

testing vectors during the bootstrap training process.
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Figure 8.7 Graphical illustrations of the averaged peak magnitude of the

convolution characteristic signal. A lighter shade of grey represents a higher

relative peak magnitude. The signals are less correlated than the initial spatial

data shown in Figure 8.3.

Table 8.2 Classification Accuracy of the PNN, between array pairs front * OV-1

arrays (F*O), front * carbowax arrays (F*C) and OV-1 and carbowax arrays

(O*C)

Array
Pair

Bootstrap Train and Test Classification Accuracy (%) Average
(%)

F*O 50 75 75 75 100 75
F*C 100 100 100 75 50 85
O*C 75 75 75 75 25 65
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8.5.3 Analysis of Results

Comparing Figure 8.3 with Figure 8.6 or Figure 8.7 illustrates how processing

affects the data and makes the differences between each analyte clearer. In

Figure 8.3, while differences can be seen, the picture is unclear with only slight

differences between each image, indicating a strong correlation between all the

data. In comparison, the differences in Figure 8.7 are much clearer and more

distinct, and it becomes easy to understand how the differences between the

analytes could be identified.

For the e-mucosa device, a significant proportion of the sensors appear to operate

poorly, yet classification schemes perform well after the convolution processing

(perhaps similar to a feature of the human system with noisy olfactory receptors).

The PCA results show good grouping of similar results, but the groups are quite

close and difficult to separate using regression. The graphical approach shown in

Figure 8.7 highlights the differences, and could form the basis of an effective

matching classification scheme. The PNN results were disappointing, but with

further refining of the neural network could form an effective classifier.
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8.6 Summary

This chapter introduces an advanced electronic nose called the dual-channel e-

mucosa, and considers how the convolution method can be applied to best effect.

A scheme for applying the convolution method is proposed and used to

characterise the system. Several novel display and classification techniques are

also considered, presenting this complex new data in a clearer way.

This system poses several unique challenges. The unreliability of the sensors is

overcome by both the redundant design of the system and censorship during the

data processing stages. The data processing is successfully carried out and a

different approach to classification is considered. An illustrative approach

highlights how the processing affects the data and the features that can be used to

identify different analytes.

The statistical and neural network approaches to classification under-perform

when combined with this experimental technology. However, as both the

technology and techniques are refined, there is clear scope to improve the results

obtained from these methods.

Overall, the convolution method has been shown in a successful application to a

very new technology under development, performing its purpose adequately.

This complex and difficult data set produced sub-par results, but the

classification was performed successfully.
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Chapter 9: Conclusions

9.1 Overview

In this thesis, the changing field of processing for chemical sensing has been

investigated. The advancement in our understanding of the olfactory system in

nature has led to the realisation of the important role played by nasal

chromatography across the olfactory epithelium. This new knowledge has in turn

led to new devices in the field known as artificial olfaction, with the aim of

producing artificial devices capable of distinguishing odour or airborne chemical

analytes. Early artificial olfactory devices, called electronic noses, consisted of

an array of sensors, similar to the olfactory cilia. These devices were well served

by time-independent and linear processing techniques, a low-cost solution to the

problem. The new knowledge of nasal chromatography has led to a new wave of

artificial olfactory devices, collectively termed artificial olfactory mucosa

devices. During the development of these devices, it was quickly realised that

new processing approaches would be required to fully utilise the spatio-temporal

data being produced by these new devices.

In response to this, time-dependent processing approaches were investigated.

Already well established in other technical and data analysis fields, these

methods were quickly applied to these new devices. However, these processes
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were computationally intensive, and the devices being used were large, costly

and slow. A drive for smaller, portable devices capable of rapid analysis revealed

a need for a new approach.

This thesis puts forward a new processing approach, based around convolution.

This mathematical technique, which underpins the common time-dependent

processing approaches, is largely underlooked as a processing method. A method

is proposed to use convolution to process chemical sensor data, as a method

applicable to a large range of devices and problems.

In Chapter 4, a simulation of an electronic nose is performed, and the use of

convolution as a processing methodology undergoes validation. Various

simulations of real-world noise problems systematically altered the data. By

applying a methodology utilising convolution during the processing stages, the

data were successfully classified when the processed data were combined with a

PCA regression classification scheme, and were shown to be an improvement

over the simpler time-independent techniques. Note was taken that the

convolution methods showed a marked weakness to drift-type noise in the data.

This success validated convolution as a possible candidate for processing

electronic nose data, and the work was continued.

In Chapters 5 & 6, the convolution method was applied to two real-world data

sets. One data set presented a classification problem (Chapter 5) and the other

presented a quantification problem (Chapter 6). With the general methodology

validated by the previous simulation, during the course of these two processing
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period, further investigation into the adaptability of the convolution method was

taken. In Chapter 5, additional features of the convolution ‘characteristic signal’

were investigated, as well as the performance of the processed data when used

with a non-parametric classification approach, in this case an artificial neural

network. In Chapter 6, quantification presented a radically different problem to

the classification carried out in the simulation. The different challenges and

processing approach were attempted with the convolution method.

In processing these two sets of data, the convolution method once again validated

itself as usable in these diverse circumstances, and showed that further

refinement of method was possible. The method continued to successfully

classify data correctly, whether used with parametric or non-parametric

classifiers, and at a greater accuracy than these same methods without the

convolution processing. In the quantification problem, it was shown that certain

features of the convolution signal could be used to perform this task better than

simpler alternatives, even though the final results had a significant margin of

error.

Thus far however, the convolution method had only been applied to electronic

nose data, data which is fully usable with time-independent statistical approaches.

In Chapter 7, a simulation of an artificial olfactory mucosa is presented. This

novel device generates the spatio-temporal data which requires time-dependent

processing methods to be fully utilised. Tested alongside other signal-combining

methods, the convolution method was shown to be superior over the other forms

of processing, although maintaining the weakness to drift-noise shown in the first
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simulation. However, the results show the superior performance of the AOM

device over the e-nose device when subjected to the same simulation criteria.

In Chapter 8, the convolution method was applied to an advanced Dual-Channel

Artificial Olfactory Mucosa. The experimental data from this very-large array

device posed several unique challenges to the convolution data: a much larger

data space, redundancy, spatial sensor correlation and 2 different retentive

channels. Processing with the convolution method progressed, developing

extensions to the techniques developed over the previous chapters. A graphical

and non-parametric analysis approach proved to provide a solution to this tricky

combination of factors, with the convolution method at the heart of the

processing chain. It was shown that this technique could be adapted readily to

this experimental device alongside novel methods of data presentation that are

more suitable for this unique data space. The processing performed well on less

than ideal data, producing an overall accuracy of 85%.

9.2 Future Work

Overall, this thesis has shown that the convolution method is a viable processing

approach for the analysis of electronic nose, chemical sensing and artificial

olfactory mucosa data. As more advanced and stable devices become available,

the speed and ease of implementation of the convolution method, combined with

good accuracy, should see the application of this method to rapid response

devices and devices which require a good processing approach for multiple
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applications. Future work should further integrate the convolution method in

processing methodologies and refine the features extracted from the

characteristic signal to produce even better results, or investigate entirely new

features contained within this signal for use in future applications.

As the focus of this work was on the development and validation of a novel

approach to processing, the data utilised during this process focused on analysis

problems consisting of simple odours. Using these problems, which work

reliably with current processing approaches, allowed a clear point of comparison

from judging the value of the novel methods being developed. Now these

processing methods have been validated with simple odours, further work can be

carried out in presenting the convolution method more challenging problems,

involving complex odours, taints and less ideal environments.
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Appendix A: MATLAB Functions

In this section, several examples of the core MATLAB functions used to carry

out the work presented in this thesis. These functions were created and used in

MATLAB v7.4.0 (R2007a).

simulation_functions.m

This function is the core function of the simulations carried out in Chapters 4 and

7. In this function, characteristic signals are generated from input data, and the

area of each characteristic signal is returned. The parameters determine the

sensors, pre-processing and noise used when processing the signal, and how

many repeat samples to perform for the simulation of these parameters.

function [c p d] =
simulation_functions(data1,data2,data3,a,b,ar,repeats,noise,nv)
%Compute convolution, product and difference functions of data
%Possible pre-processing raw,autoscaling,autoranging
%
%Input args: data sets, column A, column B, preprocess, repeats, noise type,
noise value
%Output args: area data sets of convolution, product and difference functions

%extract required data columns
E1 = data1(:,a);
E2 = data1(:,b);
T1 = data2(:,a);
T2 = data2(:,b);
M1 = data3(:,a);
M2 = data3(:,b);

%generate time and shift vectors from data
tE = data1(:,1);
tcE = [ flipud( -tE(2:length(tE)) ) ; tE];
tcE = tcE';

tT = data2(:,1);
tcT = [ flipud( -tT(2:length(tT)) ) ; tT];
tcT = tcT';

tM = data3(:,1);
tcM = [ flipud( -tM(2:length(tM)) ) ; tM];
tcM = tcM';

for i = 1:repeats
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%add some noise (normal)

%sample varience
if (noise==1)

n1 = 1+(nv*randn(1));
n2 = 1+(nv*randn(1));
A(1:length(E1),i) = E1 .* n1;
B(1:length(E2),i) = E2 .* n2;
n1 = 1+(nv*randn(1));
n2 = 1+(nv*randn(1));
A(1:length(T1),i+repeats) = T1 .* n1;
B(1:length(T2),i+repeats) = T2 .* n2;
n1 = 1+(nv*randn(1));
n2 = 1+(nv*randn(1));
A(1:length(M1),i+2*repeats) = M1 .* n1;
B(1:length(M2),i+2*repeats) = M2 .* n2;

end

%SNR
if (noise==2)

n1 = max(abs(E1))*nv*randn(length(E1),1);
n2 = max(abs(E2))*nv*randn(length(E2),1);
A(1:length(E1),i) = E1 + n1;
B(1:length(E2),i) = E2 + n2;
n1 = max(abs(T1))*nv*randn(length(T1),1);
n2 = max(abs(T2))*nv*randn(length(T2),1);
A(1:length(T1),i+repeats) = T1 + n1;
B(1:length(T2),i+repeats) = T2 + n2;
n1 = max(abs(M1))*nv*randn(length(M1),1);
n2 = max(abs(M2))*nv*randn(length(M2),1);
A(1:length(M1),i+2*repeats) = M1 + n1;
B(1:length(M2),i+2*repeats) = M2 + n2;

end

%baseline drift
if (noise==3)

n = nv*randn(1);
n1 = max(abs(E1))*n;
n2 = max(abs(E2))*n;
A(1:length(E1),i) = E1 + n1;
B(1:length(E2),i) = E2 + n2;
n = nv*randn(1);
n1 = max(abs(T1))*n;
n2 = max(abs(T2))*n;
A(1:length(T1),i+repeats) = T1 + n1;
B(1:length(T2),i+repeats) = T2 + n2;
n = nv*randn(1);
n1 = max(abs(M1))*n;
n2 = max(abs(M2))*n;
A(1:length(M1),i+2*repeats) = M1 + n1;
B(1:length(M2),i+2*repeats) = M2 + n2;

end

%sample varience + SNR
if (noise==4)

maxE1 = max(abs(E1));
maxE2 = max(abs(E2));
maxT1 = max(abs(T1));
maxT2 = max(abs(T2));
maxM1 = max(abs(M1));
maxM2 = max(abs(M2));

n1 = 1+(nv*randn(1));
n2 = 1+(nv*randn(1));
A(1:length(E1),i) = E1 .* n1;
B(1:length(E2),i) = E2 .* n2;
n1 = 1+(nv*randn(1));
n2 = 1+(nv*randn(1));
A(1:length(T1),i+repeats) = T1 .* n1;
B(1:length(T2),i+repeats) = T2 .* n2;
n1 = 1+(nv*randn(1));
n2 = 1+(nv*randn(1));
A(1:length(M1),i+2*repeats) = M1 .* n1;
B(1:length(M2),i+2*repeats) = M2 .* n2;
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n1 = maxE1*nv*randn(length(E1),1);
n2 = maxE2*nv*randn(length(E2),1);
A(1:length(E1),i) = E1 + n1;
B(1:length(E2),i) = E2 + n2;
n1 = maxT1*nv*randn(length(T1),1);
n2 = maxT2*nv*randn(length(T2),1);
A(1:length(T1),i+repeats) = T1 + n1;
B(1:length(T2),i+repeats) = T2 + n2;
n1 = maxM1*nv*randn(length(M1),1);
n2 = maxM2*nv*randn(length(M2),1);
A(1:length(M1),i+2*repeats) = M1 + n1;
B(1:length(M2),i+2*repeats) = M2 + n2;

end

%sample varience + baseline drift
if (noise==5)

maxE1 = max(abs(E1));
maxE2 = max(abs(E2));
maxT1 = max(abs(T1));
maxT2 = max(abs(T2));
maxM1 = max(abs(M1));
maxM2 = max(abs(M2));

n1 = 1+(nv*randn(1));
n2 = 1+(nv*randn(1));
A(1:length(E1),i) = E1 .* n1;
B(1:length(E2),i) = E2 .* n2;
n1 = 1+(nv*randn(1));
n2 = 1+(nv*randn(1));
A(1:length(T1),i+repeats) = T1 .* n1;
B(1:length(T2),i+repeats) = T2 .* n2;
n1 = 1+(nv*randn(1));
n2 = 1+(nv*randn(1));
A(1:length(M1),i+2*repeats) = M1 .* n1;
B(1:length(M2),i+2*repeats) = M2 .* n2;

n = nv*randn(1);
n1 = maxE1*n;
n2 = maxE2*n;
A(1:length(E1),i) = E1 + n1;
B(1:length(E2),i) = E2 + n2;
n = nv*randn(1);
n1 = maxT1*n;
n2 = maxT2*n;
A(1:length(T1),i+repeats) = T1 + n1;
B(1:length(T2),i+repeats) = T2 + n2;
n = nv*randn(1);
n1 = maxM1*n;
n2 = maxM2*n;
A(1:length(M1),i+2*repeats) = M1 + n1;
B(1:length(M2),i+2*repeats) = M2 + n2;

end

%SNR + baseline drift
if (noise==6)

maxE1 = max(abs(E1));
maxE2 = max(abs(E2));
maxT1 = max(abs(T1));
maxT2 = max(abs(T2));
maxM1 = max(abs(M1));
maxM2 = max(abs(M2));

n1 = maxE1*nv*randn(length(E1),1);
n2 = maxE2*nv*randn(length(E2),1);
A(1:length(E1),i) = E1 + n1;
B(1:length(E2),i) = E2 + n2;
n1 = maxT1*nv*randn(length(T1),1);
n2 = maxT2*nv*randn(length(T2),1);
A(1:length(T1),i+repeats) = T1 + n1;
B(1:length(T2),i+repeats) = T2 + n2;
n1 = maxM1*nv*randn(length(M1),1);
n2 = maxM2*nv*randn(length(M2),1);
A(1:length(M1),i+2*repeats) = M1 + n1;
B(1:length(M2),i+2*repeats) = M2 + n2;

n = nv*randn(1);
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n1 = maxE1*n;
n2 = maxE2*n;
A(1:length(E1),i) = E1 + n1;
B(1:length(E2),i) = E2 + n2;
n = nv*randn(1);
n1 = maxT1*n;
n2 = maxT2*n;
A(1:length(T1),i+repeats) = T1 + n1;
B(1:length(T2),i+repeats) = T2 + n2;
n = nv*randn(1);
n1 = maxM1*n;
n2 = maxM2*n;
A(1:length(M1),i+2*repeats) = M1 + n1;
B(1:length(M2),i+2*repeats) = M2 + n2;

end

end

%autorange the data, if desired
if (ar == 1)

mxA = max(max(A));
mxB = max(max(B));
mnA = min(min(A));
mnB = min(min(B));
arA = mxA - mnA;
arB = mxB - mnB;

for i=1:3*repeats
A(:,i) = A(:,i) / arA;
B(:,i) = B(:,i) / arB;

end
end

%autoscale the data, if desired
if (ar == 2)

mxA = max(max(abs(A)));
mxB = max(max(abs(B)));

for i=1:3*repeats
A(:,i) = abs(A(:,i)) / mxA;
B(:,i) = abs(B(:,i)) / mxB;

end
end

%find convolution area, product area and difference area
for i=1:repeats

c(i) = trapz(tcE,conv(A(1:length(tE),i),B(1:length(tE),i)));
c(i+repeats) =

trapz(tcT,conv(A(1:length(tT),i+repeats),B(1:length(tT),i+repeats)));
c(i+2*repeats) =

trapz(tcM,conv(A(1:length(tM),i+2*repeats),B(1:length(tM),i+2*repeats)));

p(i) = trapz(tE,sign(A(1:length(tE),i) .* B(1:length(tE),i)) .*
sqrt(abs(A(1:length(tE),i)) .* abs(B(1:length(tE),i))));

p(i+repeats) = trapz(tT,sign(A(1:length(tT),i+repeats) .*
B(1:length(tT),i+repeats)) .* sqrt(abs(A(1:length(tT),i+repeats)) .*
abs(B(1:length(tT),i+repeats))));

p(i+2*repeats) = trapz(tM,sign(A(1:length(tM),i+2*repeats) .*
B(1:length(tM),i+2*repeats)) .* sqrt(abs(A(1:length(tM),i+2*repeats)) .*
abs(B(1:length(tM),i+2*repeats))));

d(i) = trapz(tE,A(1:length(tE),i) - B(1:length(tE),i));
d(i+repeats) = trapz(tT,A(1:length(tT),i+repeats) -

B(1:length(tT),i+repeats));
d(i+2*repeats) = trapz(tM,A(1:length(tM),i+2*repeats) -

B(1:length(tM),i+2*repeats));

end
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The following is an example of a MATLAB script making use of this function:

%load and enumerate data
load_data

%Noise type 1

repeats=20;
n=1;
nv=0.05;

randn('state',sum(100*clock)); %reseed RNG

%autoranged nosiy data set
[C(:,1) P(:,1) D(:,1)] =
simulation_functions(EtnC,TolC,MixC,S1A,S1B,1,repeats,n,nv);
[C(:,2) P(:,2) D(:,2)] =
simulation_functions(EtnC,TolC,MixC,S2A,S2B,1,repeats,n,nv);
[C(:,3) P(:,3) D(:,3)] =
simulation_functions(EtnC,TolC,MixC,S3A,S3B,1,repeats,n,nv);
[C(:,4) P(:,4) D(:,4)] =
simulation_functions(EtnC,TolC,MixC,S4A,S4B,1,repeats,n,nv);
[C(:,5) P(:,5) D(:,5)] =
simulation_functions(EtnC,TolC,MixC,S5A,S5B,1,repeats,n,nv);
[C(:,6) P(:,6) D(:,6)] =
simulation_functions(EtnC,TolC,MixC,S6A,S6B,1,repeats,n,nv);
[C(:,7) P(:,7) D(:,7)] =
simulation_functions(EtnC,TolC,MixC,S7A,S7B,1,repeats,n,nv);
[C(:,8) P(:,8) D(:,8)] =
simulation_functions(EtnC,TolC,MixC,S8A,S8B,1,repeats,n,nv);
[C(:,9) P(:,9) D(:,9)] =
simulation_functions(EtnC,TolC,MixC,S9A,S9B,1,repeats,n,nv);
[C(:,10) P(:,10) D(:,10)] =
simulation_functions(EtnC,TolC,MixC,S10A,S10B,1,repeats,n,nv);

save conv_ar_sv.txt C -ascii
save prod_ar_sv.txt P -ascii
save diff_ar_sv.txt D -ascii

C = [];
P = [];
D = [];

%raw data set
[C(:,1) P(:,1) D(:,1)] =
simulation_functions(EtnC,TolC,MixC,S1A,S1B,0,repeats,n,nv);
[C(:,2) P(:,2) D(:,2)] =
simulation_functions(EtnC,TolC,MixC,S2A,S2B,0,repeats,n,nv);
[C(:,3) P(:,3) D(:,3)] =
simulation_functions(EtnC,TolC,MixC,S3A,S3B,0,repeats,n,nv);
[C(:,4) P(:,4) D(:,4)] =
simulation_functions(EtnC,TolC,MixC,S4A,S4B,0,repeats,n,nv);
[C(:,5) P(:,5) D(:,5)] =
simulation_functions(EtnC,TolC,MixC,S5A,S5B,0,repeats,n,nv);
[C(:,6) P(:,6) D(:,6)] =
simulation_functions(EtnC,TolC,MixC,S6A,S6B,0,repeats,n,nv);
[C(:,7) P(:,7) D(:,7)] =
simulation_functions(EtnC,TolC,MixC,S7A,S7B,0,repeats,n,nv);
[C(:,8) P(:,8) D(:,8)] =
simulation_functions(EtnC,TolC,MixC,S8A,S8B,0,repeats,n,nv);
[C(:,9) P(:,9) D(:,9)] =
simulation_functions(EtnC,TolC,MixC,S9A,S9B,0,repeats,n,nv);
[C(:,10) P(:,10) D(:,10)] =
simulation_functions(EtnC,TolC,MixC,S10A,S10B,0,repeats,n,nv);

save conv_raw_sv.txt C -ascii
save prod_raw_sv.txt P -ascii
save diff_raw_sv.txt D -ascii

C = [];
P = [];
D = [];

%autoscaled nosiy data set
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[C(:,1) P(:,1) D(:,1)] =
simulation_functions(EtnC,TolC,MixC,S1A,S1B,2,repeats,n,nv);
[C(:,2) P(:,2) D(:,2)] =
simulation_functions(EtnC,TolC,MixC,S2A,S2B,2,repeats,n,nv);
[C(:,3) P(:,3) D(:,3)] =
simulation_functions(EtnC,TolC,MixC,S3A,S3B,2,repeats,n,nv);
[C(:,4) P(:,4) D(:,4)] =
simulation_functions(EtnC,TolC,MixC,S4A,S4B,2,repeats,n,nv);
[C(:,5) P(:,5) D(:,5)] =
simulation_functions(EtnC,TolC,MixC,S5A,S5B,2,repeats,n,nv);
[C(:,6) P(:,6) D(:,6)] =
simulation_functions(EtnC,TolC,MixC,S6A,S6B,2,repeats,n,nv);
[C(:,7) P(:,7) D(:,7)] =
simulation_functions(EtnC,TolC,MixC,S7A,S7B,2,repeats,n,nv);
[C(:,8) P(:,8) D(:,8)] =
simulation_functions(EtnC,TolC,MixC,S8A,S8B,2,repeats,n,nv);
[C(:,9) P(:,9) D(:,9)] =
simulation_functions(EtnC,TolC,MixC,S9A,S9B,2,repeats,n,nv);
[C(:,10) P(:,10) D(:,10)] =
simulation_functions(EtnC,TolC,MixC,S10A,S10B,2,repeats,n,nv);

save conv_as_sv.txt C -ascii
save prod_as_sv.txt P -ascii
save diff_as_sv.txt D -ascii

C = [];
P = [];
D = [];

area_functions.m

This is an adaptation of simulation_functions.m suitable for use with real data

imported into MATLAB, and used in Chapters 5 and 8. The simulation noise and

repeating processes have been removed. Additionally, the function also returns

peak magnitude of the characteristic signals, and the characteristic signals

themselves. Later versions would remove the product and difference signals to

simplify the function once it was determined that convolution was the most

useful characteristic signal.

function [c p d hc hp hd cs ps ds] =
area_functions(data1,data2,time1,time2,a,b,ar)
%Compute convolution, product and difference functions of data
%Possible pre-processing raw=0, autoranging=1, autoscaling=2
%
%Input args: data set A, data set B, time series A, time series B, sensor A,
sensor B, preprocessing
%Output args: area data sets, magnitude data sets, characteristic signals

%extract required data columns
A = data1(:,a);
B = data2(:,b);

tA = time1(:,a);
tB = time2(:,b);

%generate convolution time series
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tcA = [ flipud( -tB(2:length(tB)) ) ; tA(1:length(tA))];

%autorange the data, if desired
if (ar == 1)

mxA = max(max(A));
mxB = max(max(B));
mnA = min(min(A));
mnB = min(min(B));
arA = mxA - mnA;
arB = mxB - mnB;
A = A / arA;
B = B / arB;

end

%autoscale the data, if desired
if (ar == 2)

mxA = max(max(A));
mxB = max(max(B));
mnA = min(min(A));
mnB = min(min(B));
arA = mxA - mnA;
arB = mxB - mnB;
A = A - mnA;
B = B - mnB;
A = A / arA;
B = B / arB;

%mxA = max(max(abs(A)));
%mxB = max(max(abs(B)));

%A = abs(A) / mxA;
%B = abs(B) / mxB;

end

%find convolution characteristic signal, difference characteristic signal and
product characteristic signal
cs = conv(A,B);
ps = sign(A .* B .* sqrt(abs(A)) .* abs(B));
ds = A-B;

%find area of each characteristic signal
c = trapz(tcA,cs);
p = trapz(tA,sign(A .* B .* sqrt(abs(A)) .* abs(B)));
d = trapz(tA,(A-B));

%find maximum magnitude of each characteristic signal
hc = max(cs);
hp = max(ps);
hd = max(ds);

The following is an example MATLAB script making use of the above function:

%load and enumerate data
load_data;

%pw1
[C(:,1) P(:,1) D(:,1)] = area_functions('p3ct_etn_pw1','p3ct_tol_pw1',S1A,S1B,1);
[C(:,2) P(:,2) D(:,2)] = area_functions('p3ct_etn_pw1','p3ct_tol_pw1',S2A,S2B,1);
[C(:,3) P(:,3) D(:,3)] = area_functions('p3ct_etn_pw1','p3ct_tol_pw1',S3A,S3B,1);
[C(:,4) P(:,4) D(:,4)] = area_functions('p3ct_etn_pw1','p3ct_tol_pw1',S4A,S4B,1);
[C(:,5) P(:,5) D(:,5)] = area_functions('p3ct_etn_pw1','p3ct_tol_pw1',S5A,S5B,1);
[C(:,6) P(:,6) D(:,6)] = area_functions('p3ct_etn_pw1','p3ct_tol_pw1',S6A,S6B,1);
[C(:,7) P(:,7) D(:,7)] = area_functions('p3ct_etn_pw1','p3ct_tol_pw1',S7A,S7B,1);
[C(:,8) P(:,8) D(:,8)] = area_functions('p3ct_etn_pw1','p3ct_tol_pw1',S8A,S8B,1);
[C(:,9) P(:,9) D(:,9)] = area_functions('p3ct_etn_pw1','p3ct_tol_pw1',S9A,S9B,1);
[C(:,10) P(:,10) D(:,10)] =
area_functions('p3ct_etn_pw1','p3ct_tol_pw1',S10A,S10B,1);

save conv_pw1.txt C -ascii
save prod_pw1.txt P -ascii
save diff_pw1.txt D -ascii
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C = [];
P = [];
D = [];

%pw5
[C(:,1) P(:,1) D(:,1)] = area_functions('p3ct_etn_pw5','p3ct_tol_pw5',S1A,S1B,1);
[C(:,2) P(:,2) D(:,2)] = area_functions('p3ct_etn_pw5','p3ct_tol_pw5',S2A,S2B,1);
[C(:,3) P(:,3) D(:,3)] = area_functions('p3ct_etn_pw5','p3ct_tol_pw5',S3A,S3B,1);
[C(:,4) P(:,4) D(:,4)] = area_functions('p3ct_etn_pw5','p3ct_tol_pw5',S4A,S4B,1);
[C(:,5) P(:,5) D(:,5)] = area_functions('p3ct_etn_pw5','p3ct_tol_pw5',S5A,S5B,1);
[C(:,6) P(:,6) D(:,6)] = area_functions('p3ct_etn_pw5','p3ct_tol_pw5',S6A,S6B,1);
[C(:,7) P(:,7) D(:,7)] = area_functions('p3ct_etn_pw5','p3ct_tol_pw5',S7A,S7B,1);
[C(:,8) P(:,8) D(:,8)] = area_functions('p3ct_etn_pw5','p3ct_tol_pw5',S8A,S8B,1);
[C(:,9) P(:,9) D(:,9)] = area_functions('p3ct_etn_pw5','p3ct_tol_pw5',S9A,S9B,1);
[C(:,10) P(:,10) D(:,10)] =
area_functions('p3ct_etn_pw5','p3ct_tol_pw5',S10A,S10B,1);

save conv_pw5.txt C -ascii
save prod_pw5.txt P -ascii
save diff_pw5.txt D -ascii

C = [];
P = [];
D = [];

do_pls.m

This function is an adaptation of the PLS function obtained from

http://www.mathworks.com/matlabcentral/fileexchange/18760-partial-least-

squares-and-discriminant-analysis by Y. Cao, modified to be suitable for the data

used in Chapter 6.

function [C] = do_pls(input)
data=load([input '.txt']);

% Four classes data, each has 8 samples and 32 variables.
x2=data(9:16,:);
x3=data(17:24,:);
x4=data(25:32,:);
x5=data(33:40,:);

% Combine training data with normalization
X = [x2;x3;x4;x5];
% Define class indicator as Y
Y = kron(eye(4),ones(8,1));
% Normalization
xmean = mean(X);
xstd = std(X);
ymean = mean(Y);
ystd = std(Y);
X = (X - xmean(ones(32,1),:))./xstd(ones(32,1),:);
Y = (Y - ymean(ones(32,1),:))./ystd(ones(32,1),:);
% Perform PLS
tol = 0.1 * 8 * 4;
[T,P,U,Q,B] = pls(X,Y,tol);
% Results
fprintf('Number of components retained: %i\n',size(B,1))

A(1:8,:) = x2 * (P*B*Q');
A(9:16,:) = x3 * (P*B*Q');
A(17:24,:) = x4 * (P*B*Q');
A(25:32,:) = x5 * (P*B*Q');
C = A .* ystd(ones(32,1),:) + ymean(ones(32,1),:);
save([input '_pls.txt'],'C','-ascii');
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Appendix B: e-Nose Simulation PCA Results

Autoscaling Pre-Processing

Peak Magnitude, Sample Variance Peak Magnitude, Additive Noise

Peak Magnitude, Baseline Drift Peak Magnitude, SV + SNR

Peak Magnitude, SV + BD Peak Magnitude, SNR + BD
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c-Nose Peak Magnitude, SV c-Nose Peak Magnitude, SNR

c-Nose Peak Magnitude, BD c-Nose Peak Magnitude, SV + SNR

c-Nose Peak Magnitude, SV + BD c-Nose Peak Magnitude, SNR + BD
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Cross-convolution, SV Cross-convolution, SNR

Cross-convolution, BD Cross-convolution, SV + SNR

Cross-convolution, SV + BD Cross-convolution, SNR + BD
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c-Nose Cross-convolution, SV c-Nose Cross-convolution, SNR

c-Nose Cross-convolution, BD c-Nose Cross-convolution, SV + SNR

c-Nose Cross-convolution, SV + BD c-Nose Cross-convolution, SNR + BD
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Autoranging Pre-processing

Peak Magnitude, SV Peak Magnitude, SNR

Peak Magnitude, BD Peak Magnitude, SV + SNR

Peak Magnitude, SV + BD Peak Magnitude, SNR + BD
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c-Nose Peak Magnitude, SV c-Nose Peak Magnitude, SNR

c-Nose Peak Magnitude, BD c-Nose Peak Magnitude, SV + SNR

c-Nose Peak Magntide, SV + BD c-Nose Peak Magnitude, SNR + BD
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Cross-convolution, SV Cross-convolution, SNR

Cross-convolution, BD Cross-convolution, SV + SNR

Cross-convolution, SV + BD Cross-convolution, SNR + BD
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c-Nose Cross-convolution, SV c-Nose Cross-convolution, SNR

c-Nose Cross-convolution, BD c-Nose Cross-convolution, SV + SNR

c-Nose Cross-convolution, SV + BD c-Nose Cross-convolution, SNR + BD
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No Pre-processing

Peak Magnitude, SV Peak Magnitude, SNR

Peak Magnitude, BD Peak Magnitude, SV + SNR

Peak Magnitude, SV + BD Peak Magnitude, SNR + BD
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c-Nose Peak Magnitude, SV c-Nose Peak Magnitude, SNR

c-Nose Peak Magnitude, BD c-Nose Peak Magnitude, SV + SNR

c-Nose Peak Magnitude, SV + BD c-Nose Peak Magnitude, SNR + BD
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Cross-convolution, SV Cross-convolution, SNR

Cross-convolution, BD Cross-convolution, SV + SNR

Cross-convolution, SV + BD Cross-convolution, SNR + BD
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c-Nose Cross-convolution, SV c-Nose Cross-convolution, SNR

c-Nose Cross-convolution, BD c-Nose Cross-convolution, SV + SNR

c-Nose Cross-convolution, SV + BD c-Nose Cross-convolution, SNR + BD
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Appendix C: AOM Simulation PCA Results

Autoscaling Pre-Processing

Convolution, Sample Variance Convolution, Additive Noise

Convolution, Baseline Drift Convolution, SV + SNR

Convolution, SV + BD Convolution, SNR + BD
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Product, SV Product, SNR

Product, BD Product, SV + SNR

Product, SV + BD Product, SNR + BD
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Difference, SV Difference, SNR

Difference, BD Difference, SV + SNR

Difference, SV + BD Difference, SNR + BD
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Autoranging Pre-processing

Convolution, SV Convolution, SNR

Convolution, BD Convolution, SV + SNR

Convolution, SV + BD Convolution, SNR + BD
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Product, SV Product, SNR

Product, BD Product, SV + SNR

Product, SV + BD Product, SNR + BD
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Difference, SV Difference, SNR

Difference, BD Difference, SV + SNR

Difference, SV + BD Difference, SNR + BD
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No Pre-processing

Convolution, SV Convolution, SNR

Convolution, BD Convolution, SV + SNR

Convolution, SV + BD Convolution, SNR + BD
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Product, SV Product, SNR

Product, BD Product, SV + SNR

Product, SV + BD Product, SNR + BD
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Difference, SV Difference, SNR

Difference, BD Difference, SV + SNR

Difference, SV + BD Difference, SNR + BD


